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Survey shows JMU to be cost-efficient 
By Martin Romjue and 
Amy Porter 
news editors  
JMU is one of the 24 most 
cost-efficient public schools in the 
country, according to a survey in the 
March issue of Changing Times 
magazine. 
The survey looked at higher education 
schools "that cost less than average but 
offer belter than-avcragc academic 
quality.'* The panelists compared the 
schools' cost and academic quality to 
the national average. 
According to the College Board, the 
average cost for tuition, fees and room 
and board at a four-year state institution 
Plans finalized 
for graduation 
By Martin Romjue and 
Amy Porter 
news editors 
After all the hoopla and hollering at senior class 
meetings, and after sending out and studying opinion 
surveys, the plans for May graduation arc final. 
Graduates are going to have plenty to do on the 
early May weekend, as they celebrate with family, 
friends, faculty and administration. 
Students and adminstrators have talked extensively 
since October about graduation activities. "The 
University Class Organization officers came to us and 
met with [JMU President Ronald] Carrier," said 
Barbara Pass, executive assistant in the President's 
Office. The graduation committee, consisting of 
faculty members and students, has%i€t with Carrier 
five times since October. 
Leaders of the UCO first met with Carrier to 
change the format of graduation weekend, Pass said. 
Fred Hilton, director of university relations, said 
the graduation site was changed from the quad to the 
stadium for safety reasons. "For the past five years 
the quad wasn't big enough for safety factors." 
Time was also a consideration in changing 
graudation. Past graduations were a two-hour event 
on Saturday. The new format allows students to 
celebrate for the whole weekend and interact with 
parents and faculty members. 
UCO sent out surveys to all seniors asking for 
their opinions on the proposed ideas of college 
picnics and the candlclighling ceremony, the student 
and parent dances, and the graduation ceremony ijself. 
See GRADUATION page 2> 
is about $6,500 for out-of-state 
students. For a private school the 
national average is $10,500. 
JMU's out-of-state students pay about 
$900 more than the national average. 
JMU still was chosen because its 
academic excellence compares with 
many of the private schools on the list 
jApadcmic quality was determined by 
tne average SAT or ACT scores of the 
freshman class at each school. The 
national average SAT score is 906 and 
the ACT average is 20. JMU's 
freshman class averaged 1,080 on 
SATs. 
The panel experts combined objective 
data such as SAT scores, percentages of 
faculty    with    doctoral   degrees. 
faculty-student ratio and percentage of 
students who go to graduate or 
professional school with opinions of 
faculty, administrators and graduates. 
The 13 panel members divided the list 
into two sections. The schools on the 
"High Quality, Low-Cost Colleges" 
list were chosen by at least three of the 
13 panelists for having costs less than 
the national average and SAT or ACT 
scores higher than the national average. 
That section contains 34 private 
schools and eight public schools, but 
no Virginia school is cited. 
The second section, "Public Colleges 
That Make the Grade" lists 16 colleges 
that, like JMU, offer high quality 
academics at a little above the national 
average cost. The University of 
Virginia and the College of William 
and Mary joined JMU in this section. 
Fred Hilton, director of university 
relations, said JMU handles its funds 
well, making the school a primary 
candidate for the magazine's list 
"We try narder. We don't get more 
state funding than other schools," 
Hilton said. "We do more with the 
available [financial] resources. 
"Over the years we have been very 
conscious about keeping costs low for 
students," Hilton said. JMU has used 
its resources wisely and efficiently. 
"Little waste has allowed us to build 
See SURVEY page 2> 
* 
Campaigning 
Staff photo by TRACEY D. NEALE 
Jesse Jackson Jr., son of the Democratic presidential hopeful, visited campus 
Thursday to urge students to vote in the upcoming election. See story, p. 5. 
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Survey  
> (Continued from page 1) 
up funds and keep costs down," he said. 
JMU has an ability to anticipate 
needs and meet them, Hilton said. This 
ability has allowed programs to fully 
develop, such as those in the College of 
Business, Greek life and ROTC. In the 
1960s and 1970s when these programs 
were not popular, JMU invested money 
in them for future growth. 
Dr. Russell Warren, JMU's vice 
president for academic affairs, said the 
publicity could help JMU get more 
funds. 
"I hope it helps us in the ability to 
get additional funding," Warren said. 
The ranking is "a good shot in the 
arm" for faculty, students and 
administrators associated with the 
academic community. 
This national survey is not the first 
JMU has been listed in. U.S. News & 
World Report, Money magazine and a 
book by the education editor of the New 
York Times cited JMU in similar 
surveys. 
JMU first received national 
recognition in Changing Times for 
cost-effectiveness in 1982. 
Even though this isn't the first survey 
JMU has been in. Warren said he feels 
very good about this one. 
'"In my view this is a very illustrious 
panel. I'm more impressed with this 
survey than any other I've seen," he 
said. 
Warren said academic majors and 
faculty help contribute to JMU's 
academic excellence. 
"I think JMU has some very good 
majors and a faculty who I think is 
enthusiastic about student 
development," Warren said. "We have a 
group of students with positive 
altitudes. 
"Some panelists have encountered 
students who feel good about us," he 
said. 
One of the panelists, Louis Albert, 
director of professional services at the 
American Association for Higher 
Education in Washington, D.C., said 
being on the panel gave him the 
opportunity "to meet people on the 
cutting edge and visit campuses as 
well." 
The AAHE. an evaluation data base, 
keeps files on schools throughout the 
country. The association "tracks 
colleges and universities doing 
innovative work, the kind of stuff other 
colleges can learn from." Albert said. 
"My role is to find institutions like that 
and let people know about It" 
Albert has "worked with some 
members of the JMU faculty in 
Washington. 
"I wound up knowing more about 
JMU than any other school on the list," 
he said. 
In the process of making the list, 
Albert met some JMU students and 
found them to be bright, motivated, 
committed and involved. 
"JMU students tend to be challenged 
by the faculty," he said. "They care a 
lot about a university that has 
emphasized an undergraduate education." 
JMU President Ronald Carrier said 
the magazine survey will probably 
bring the university to the attention of 
students who would not otherwise hear 
of JMU. The survey shows "we are 
doing some things right for students," 
Carrier said. 
The recognition the magazine has 
given JMU is the work of the 
administrators, faculty and students. 
Carrier said. 
"[The list] is not so much the efforts 
of those of us in Wilson Hall," he said. 
"It's a combination of things." Things 
like faculty and student programs and 
students going on to graduate school. 
"[AU of these] are a reflection of the 
quality of students and faculty and the 
way they carry out programs," Carrier 
said. 
Graduation 
> (Continued from page 1) 
The results of the survey reinforced the 
ideas Carrier and the senior officers had 
come up with. 
"This was the first year seniors were 
involved," Pass said. "Students didn't 
really have much input before." 
Student Darin Knaulh, the publicity 
subcommittee chairman of the 
graduation committee, wanted parents 
to be more involved with the graduation 
ceremony. "We didn't want parents 
doing nothing all weekend." 
Graduation will be held Sunday May 
8 at 11:30 a.m. in the stadium. 
Graduates will face up-campus. Guests 
will sit in the stands. There is no 
assigned seating. 
Robert W. "Phoef" Sutton, a 1981 
JMU   graduate,   now   a   network 
television comedy writer, will be the 
main speaker at commencement. 
Sutton is an executive story editor 
and feature writer for the NBC-TV show 
"Cheers." He also has written for "The 
Bob Newhart Show." 
Carrier also will speak and will shake 
each graduate's hand, a tradition he has 
upheld since his first JMU graduation 
in 1971. 
The four undergraduate colleges and 
the College of Nursing will host 
separate picnics for faculty, students and 
their parents Saturday on the Quad from 
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Tickets are $5 
per person for parents, guests and 
graduates who do not hold JMU food 
service contracts. 
The picnics "are an opportunity for 
faculty to meet the parents of students," 
Pass said. 
From 3 to 5 p.m., several campus 
religious groups will sponsor open 
houses. The groups include the Baptist 
Student Union, Lutheran Campus 
Ministry, Presbyterian Campus 
Ministry and United Methodist Campus 
Ministry. 
A  Catholic   Mass   will  be  held 
Saturday at 4 p.m.  in the Phillips 
Center Ballroom. 
Seniors will be toasted into alumni 
status on the Quad at 8 p.m. Saturday 
in a candlclighting ceremony. 
Following the ceremony, the senior 
class will sponsor a party in Godwin 
Hall featuring the band Krakajax. 
For parents, faculty and staff, a dance 
and reception will be held at 9 p.m. in 
the Convocation Center. Dennis Reaser 
and his orchestra will play, and the 
cost will be $5 for couples and S3 for 
singles. 
Members of the Interfaith Campus 
Ministries are holding an interfaith 
service in Wilson Hall Auditorium at 9 
a.m. Sunday. Coffee and doughnuts 
will be available outside the stadium 
from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m. Sunday. 
Mr. Chips, D-Hall, PC Dukes and 
the bookstore will be open during the 
weekend. 
Pass said all the different activities 
give students the opportunity be a part 
of the weekend's ceremonies. 
The activities "give people a choice," 
she said. "They can make what they 
want of the weekend. They give them a 
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Emigrant tells story of family's journey 
By Michelle Hlte 
staff writer  
"Being a Jew is not the very best 
thing that can happen to you in 
Russia," said a Soviet emigrant, who 
now works as a physical therapist at the 
Valley Back Clinic in Staunton. 
Giving her first speech in front of an 
American audience, Yanina Shcnkman 
shared her experiences of being in a 
Jewish family trying to emigrate from 
the Soviet Union. 
Invited by the Russian and Asian 
Studies Committee, the Temple 
University graduate spoke to about 65 
students, faculty and guests Wednesday. 
The decision her family made to 
emigrate was the "product of many 
situations. My grandparents wanted to 
leave the Soviet Union," Shenkman 
said. 
"After being falsely accused and 
arrested for being a Polish spy in 1936, 
my grandfather was killed in World War 
II because he refused to be evacuated to 
the north of the Soviet Union with 
)other Jews." 
After the war, her grandmothers 
moved back to Kiev, but during the 
"1950's through the 70's, anti-scmitism 
kept growing, and Jews were accused of 
ridiculous things and it was very hard 
for Jews to get into large city 
universities. My parents graduated from 
rural universities," Shcnkman said. 
to six hours of questioning, and   her 
parents were demoted in their jobs. 
"My school administrators were told 
that my family had applied for visas. 
My grades dropped to a 'C,' yet I was 
an 'A' and 'B' student," Shenkman said. 
"My parents were both fired from their 
jobs. In January, we got permission to 
leave,  and on   Feb.  23,   my  two 
"We were very lucky. It was dangerous for 
us to apply for visas when we did." 
— Yanina Shenkman 
Her family finally applied for visas to 
leave the Soviet Union in August 1980 
after the KGB started hassling her 
family for having over for dinner a 
Soviet friend who had expressed 
anti-Soviet feelings. 
The Soviet secret police and 
intelligence agency started following 
her parents. Family friends stopped 
calling. The KGB subjected her father 
grandmothers, my mother, my father 
and I left the Soviet Union." 
Only allowed two suitcases per 
person and $200 for the entire family, 
Shcnkman's family left the Soviet 
Union for Vienna. 
"Flying to Vienna is standard 
procedure for all Russian emigrants on 
their way to Israel," Shcnkman said. 
"While in Vienna we decided to come to 
the United States instead of Israel. We 
were supported by a U.S. Jewish 
organization that helped us pay for food 
and rent while we were in Vienna and 
later in Philadelphia." 
Shcnkman's father had friends in 
Philadelphia who helped him find 
employment as a draftsman and later as 
a designer, and they started paying off 
the money they had been given for rent 
and food. 
Shcnkman and her parents started 
taking English courses «s soon as they 
settled in Philadelphia. Later Shcnkman 
went to a community college and 
transferred to Temple where she 
graduated with a degree in physical 
training, and her mother graduated with 
a nursing degree. 
"We were very lucky," Shenkman 
said. "It was dangerous for us to apply 
for visas when we did . . . even though 
it was during the third wave of Jewish 
See EMIGRANT page 6> 
Senate votes against limiting faculty appeals 
By Heather paws 
faculty await rwatey 
The faculty senate Thursday voted unanimously 
against restrictions on appeal procedures for faculty 
evaluations. 
William O'Meara, secretary of the senate, said 
faculty members should be given the same rights of 
appeal that are given to students.        , k 
"Each [student] can appeal a grade, either 
informally or through a formal process and it has 
not proved a burden to the faculty nor to the 
administration," he said. A 
"To simply say, Well, the department head said 
he'd reviewed all the information and so the 
• evaluation is therefore  fair;' is a fallacious 
argument," O'Meara said. 
"1 suggest you inform Dr. Warren the restrictions 
are unacceptable," he said. Warren, the vice president 
for academic affairs, suggested the restrictions. 
Dr. Charles Dubenezie, speaker of the senate, said 
Warren "clarified" some provisions of the appeal 
procedures. — 
The revised | provision .states that a faculty 
member's appeal of an evaluation "should be based 
on process rather than content . . . JFhe person 
bearing an appeal would not conduct another full 
evaluation." 
Dubenezie said the statement "restricts the 
interpretation" of an appeal. "Basically, you're not 
able to appeal the salary, you're not able to appear 
even the fact that the evaluation was good or bad. 
The only thing we can appeal is whether it was 
fairly conducted." 
O'Meara said a student's right to appeal is outlined 
in the student handbook, which serves as the 
student's contract with the university. Faculty 
members, are also under contract, "but our contract 
isn't as good," he said. 
The senators voted to remove the restrictions on 
the appeal procedures and to allow a faculty member 
to appeal an evaluation to the dean and the academic 
vice president 
"Informal discussion with the department head is 
recommended," O'Meara said. 
Senators also discussed changes in the university's 
faculty research statement 
Dubenezie said some faculty members are 
concerned that there is too much emphasis being 
placed on research with "an immediate pay-off."   *' 
SVrnie faculty members were also worried that 
research which involved students or was connected 
direcdy to the classroom would "receive priority," 
be said. 
The original statement was revised about five 
times, he said. One provision stated that all faculty 
research should conform to seven criteria. 
"1 felt [the criteria] were very much an affront to a 
professional faculty person. The research would be 
unbiased, etc. They were the kinds of things we 
would all do, so I had that part deleted," Dubenezie 
sairL 
The revised research statement is more acceptable, 
he said. "I think most of use can live with that 
statement It's broad enough, and some of the things 
that people objected to are toned down a bit" 
Also on Thursday, Robert Hoskins, an assistant 
dean of the College of Letters and Sciences, spoke 
to the senators about their concerns 'with the 
freshman seminar. 
Quoting the cataldg description, Hoskins said, the 
seminar is "the cornerstone of the liberal studies 
program" amfprovides the foundation of a quality 
liberal education. 
"The idea for the freshman seminar arose in 
discussions about curriculum change that were 
connected with the Five-Year Plan," Hoskins said, 
referring to Warren's long-range goals for university 
improvements. 
JMU President Ronald Carrier "felt that it would 
be worth the effort" to conduct experimental 
sections of the seminar before offering it for the first 
time ncx,t fall, Hoskins said. 
Two pilot sections of the course are being taught 
to volunteer honors students this semester, he said. 
Next year 360 students will be selected at random 
from a pool of entering freshmen with SAT verbal 
scores of 520 or higher. These students will take the 
class — listed as Liberal Studies 101 — instead of 
the English 101 requirement. 
1 "Obviously, mis procedure is based on the belief 
that students who are capable of succeeding in the 
freshman seminar during their first semester at JMU 
probably don't need to lake English 101," Hoskins 
said. 
Todd Zeiss, associate professor of English, is one 
of the five instructors of the pilot sections this 
semester. - ~ 
The course is divided into six units, Zeiss said. 
Students readjworks of literature in each, unit and 
discuss how the works relate to each other and to the 
unit's meme.' 
By the end of the course, students will possess an 
integrated knowledge of education^ politics, 
economics, science, religion and philosophy, and 
fine arts, Zeiss said. 
The discussions of the course readings' are very 
important, Zeiss said. "There is-something that 
happens to a student body when they have all shared 
\ a common core of ideas — the bull sessions in the 
dormitory become less' bull' and a little more 
session." 
c   nsq,88€f   5S   ^IlllPCe"    "ll'llul/   ?3«iC   grf| 
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Founders Day to celebrate excellence 
Voige awarded 
for talents in 
teaching here 
Dr. William H. Voige, associate 
professor of chemistry, is the recipient 
of the 1988 James Madison University 
Distinguished Teaching Award. 
The annual award recognizes faculty 
members who contribute to educational 
excellence. The recipient is JMU's 
nominee for the national professor of 
the year award sponsored by the 
Council for the Advancement and 
Support of Higher Education. 
Voige will be recognized March 16 
during JMUs annual Founders Day. 
Voige has taught at JMU since 1975, 
excluding a one-year leave for research 
at Princeton. 
His research has focused on the area 
of protein purification and how 
microorganisms control their 
metabolisms. Often collaborating with 
his students, he has published his 
findings in scholarly journals, including 
the "Journal of Bacteriology and 
Analytical Biochemistry." 
He has received three grants from the 
National Science Foundation for joint 
research projects with colleagues in the 
biology department. He also has 
received two summer grants from JMU 
for research in curriculm improvement. 
"In reviewing his record at JMU, I 
was tremendously impressed with all 
aspects of his teaching, research and 
service. However, I was most impressed 
with the individual attention he has 
given our students, how he has 
challenged them and worked with them 
to complete their research," said Dr. 
Russell Warren, vice president for 
academic affairs. 
Voige has directed the Shenandoah 
Valley Regional Science Fair for the 
past two years and coordinated the 
chemistry department's scholarship 
program and spring research 
symposium. 
Prior to his appointment at JMU, 
Voige taught for a year at St. Olaf 
College in Minnesota. He has a 
bachelor's degree in biochemistry from 
Michigan State University and a 
doctorate in biochemistry from Case 
Western Reserve University in 
Cleveland. 
Voige's name will be inscribed on the 
faculty award plaque in Carrier Library. 
Former justice 
to speak on 
Founders Day 
Former U.S. Supreme Court Justice 
Lewis F. Powell Jr. will be the main 
speaker on March 16 at JMU's annual 
Founders Day program. 
Powell, a native Virginian, served on 
the high court from 1972 until his 
retirement last year. He will deliver the 
annual James Madison Lecture at the 
Founders Day program which begins at 
II a.m. in Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
An honorary doctoral degree will be 
presented to Powell by JMU President 
Ronald Carrier. He will receive an 
honorary doctorate of law. 
The program will begin with a formal 
processional of the JMU faculty, led by 
faculty marshal Maria Theresa Wesscl, 
assistant professor of physical education 
and health science. 
Classes scheduled for 10 a.m., 11 a.m. 
and noon wil be cancelled on Founders 
Day so students can attend the program. 
Staff members will be excused from 
work to attend if their duties allow 
them to be absent from their jobs 
during the program. 
Members of the major JMU honorary 
academic societies will be recognized 
during the program. These include Phi 
Kappa Phi National Honor S,ociety, 
Omicron Delta Kappa National Honor 
Society and the Percy H. Warren Senior 
Honor Society chapter of Mortar Board, 
Inc. 
Founders Day at JMU commemorates 
the establishment of the university by. 
the Virginia General Assembly on 
March 14,1908 and the anniversary of 
James Madison's birth, which was 
March 16,1751. 
Powell, was appointed to the 
Supreme Court in Oct. 1971, by 
President Nixon and confirmed by the 
U.S. Senate in Dec. 1971. He took 
office Jan. 7,1972. 
A native of Suffolk, Powell practiced 
with the law firm Hunton, Williams, 
Gay, Powell and Gibson before being 
appointed to the Supreme Court. 
He has been president of the Virginia 
State Board of Education, president of 
the American Bar Association, president 
of the American College of Trial 
Lawyers, president of the American Bar 
Foundation and chairman of the 
Richmond Public School Board. 
He has his bachelor's degree from 
Washington and Lee University and his 
law degree from Harvard Law School. 
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Vote! 
Jackson, Jr. urges students to take action 
By Tracey Neale 
staff writer  
SN» 
Jesse  Jackson   Jr.,   son   of  the 
presidential candidate, urged JMU 
faculty and students to help the South 
make history on March 8. 
Just over two weeks remain until 
Super Tuesday, when 14 southern and 
border states will vote in presidential 
primaries and caucuses. 
y get the impression that college 
students will no longer allow their vote 
to be taken for granted," Jackson said to 
an estimated crowd of 130 Thursday in 
the Phillips Center Ballroom. 
"If you want a scholarship you have to 
vote for one, they don't grow on trees. 
If you want *fbb you have to vote for 
one, they aren't given away anymore," 
he said. 
Jackson's appearance was organized by 
JMU's chapter of the Rainbow 
Coalition and Professor of Sociology 
Bruce Busching who is a memeber of 
the national organization. 
Recent media reports have shown that 
some southern, white democrats may 
vote republican because of the 
democrats' somewhat "liberal swing." 
Jackson said that the Democratic Party 
is moving in a progressive direction. 
Non-progressives are simply beginning 
to flee, he said, and maybe they 
should. 
"The Democratic Party has historically 
been the party of the people. It was 
Kennedy's party; it was King's party," 
Jackson said. 
"We are a party for social justice, 
human rights and world peace, and if 
you don't support those beliefs, then I 
suggest that you get out" 
Jackson, 22, received his business 
degree from North Carolina A&T and is 
currently working as a southern 
coordinator for his father's presidential 
campaign. 
"I got my degree at A&T, but I got 
my education on the streets, just 
talking to people," Jackson said. 
JMU is the 25th college campus that 
Jackson has visited in the last week. A 
public speech, however, is not what he 
anticipated at JMU. 
"When I came here to JMU I 
requested a very informal setting so that 
I could speak with the students, not at 
them," he said. 
Although he says that he is confident 
of his father's chances of getting the 
nomination, he realizes that it is a 
tough fight to the White House. 
"The biggest competition that the 
Jackson campaign faces is the belief 
system that we can't win," Jackson 
said. 
"We are taking our message to the 
Jesse Jackson, Jr. Staff photo by CATHY UDELL 
Staff photo by TRACEY D. NEALE 
Angela Dews looks through a Jackson campaign pamphlet. 
people. In a democracy the people who 
get the most votes can win, and we are 
planning on getting the most votes." 
Jackson said Reagan has been in 
office for eight years and that it's time 
for a change. 
There is a need to change the 
economic, social, and political structure 
of the government, or risk destruction 
like the Roman's of the Sth century 
B.C., he said. 
The fall of Rome was caused by a 
lack of commitment to its people, 
which resulted in the prosperity of 
some people and the poverty of others, 
he said. 
According to Jackson, over 40 
million poor people live in the United 
States. And contrary to common belief, 
the majority of those people are the 
nations farmers and low-wage earners. 
"The Reagan administration has 
gotten away with painting poverty 
black," Jackson said. "That is not the 
reality, economic violence knows no 
color, only pain." 
He suggested that some of the 
students in the audience may one day 
become the nation's poor and 
unemployed. He said that everyone, 
whether they realize it or not, are 
already surrounded by the nation's 
poor. 
"They are the people who cook in 
your school cafeteria, clean up after you 
and sweep your hallways," he said. 
"This is where federal funds should be 
geared" 
Jackson, echoing his father's style, 
said that incentives need to be offered to 
U.S. corporations to export goods and 
services, instead of jobs. 
"The number four defense contractor, 
for example, is GE [General Electric]: 
GE owns RCA [formerly Radio 
Corporation of America], which in 
turn owns NBC, who advertises with 
Bob Hope saying, 'buy American.' 
Then they turn around and take your 
jobs to Taiwan for cheap labor," 
Jackson said. 
Between 1981 and 1983 GE made 
over $6 billion and payed no taxes. 
Instead they recieved a tax refund of $83 
million, he said. 
"There isn't one candidate that can 
promise you a job," he said. "But if 
they don't try to slop the flight of 
capita], our economic situation will not 
change." 
The first step toward ending the 
downward spiral is for people, 
especially students, to register to vote, 
Jackson said.   * 
In the tradition of the his father's spirt, 
Jackson called for all students who were 
18 or older to come forward and register 
their right to vote. 
v 
J 
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Emigrant 
► (Continued from page 3) 
emigration and Carter and Brezhnev 
were speaking of Jewish emigration. 
Anti-semitism was still high in the 
Soviet Union when my family left. 
"A big joke in Russia during this 
time was that Brehsnev was trading a 
Jew for two pounds of grain," she said. 
Shenkman said she likes the United 
States. 
"America was what I expected. I don't 
think Americans realize how much 
young people in Russia love American 
clothes and music. I had a pretty good 
idea of what to expect, although it is 
not easy here like some Russians 
think." 
She knows some emigrants return to 
the Soviet Union, but said she "doesn't 
understand them. I grew up with the 
anti-Soviet background in my family, I 
would like to visit Russia, but I would 
never go back to live there." 
THE COST 
OF LIVING. 
GIVE TO THE 
AMERICAN 
CANCER SOCIETY. H 
^nij spate con»«buted os o pub** servx* 
NEWSFILE 
English prof 
to speak at 
library event 
Dr. Joanne Gabbin, associate 
professor of English and director of the 
Honors Program at JMU. will speak at 
the Friends of Carrier Library's Spring 
Program Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Miller 
Hall Auditorium. 
Gabbin, a nationally known expert on 
black poets, will present an analysis of 
the poetry of Sterling Brown. A 
teacher, folklorist, story teller and poet 
of the Black Renaissance, Brown has 
been favorably compared to Langston 
Hughes and Paul Laurence Dunbar. 
The Virginia Quarterly Review's 
"Notes on Current Books" states that 
Brown's "Collected Poems" reveals him 
as a master and a presence indeed... he 
is a first-rate narrative poet, an eloquent 
prophet of the folk and certainly our 
finest author of Afro-American dialect" 
Two professors 
receive grants 
Dr. Thomas C. DeVore, associate 
professor of chemistry, received a 
$21,000 grant from the National 
Science Foundation to study the 
oxidation of small metal clusters. 
Dr. H. Kent Moore, professor of 
physics, received a $28,000 grant from 
the Virginia Council of Higher 
Education for an independent study 
course for teachers of high school 
physics. 
Visiting scholar 
to talk on Indians 
James L. Axtell, Kenan Professor of 
Humanities at the College of William 
and Mary, will speak on "The Invasion 
of Virginia: Indian-White Contact in 
the 17th Century" March 1 as part of 
JMUs Visiting Scholars Program. 
Axtell is a graduate of Yale 
University and received his Ph.D. from 
Trinity College in Cambridge. His 
research has been facilitated by several 
postdoctoral fellowships, including 
awards from the Social Science 
Research Council, the American 
Council of Learned Societies, the 
National Endowment for the 
Humanities, and the John Simon 
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation. 
His book "The Invasion Within; The 
Contest of Cultures in Colonial North 
America" was a History Book Club 
selection and won the Gilbert Chinard 
Prize, the Erminie Wheeler-Voegelin 
Book Prize, and the Albert B. Corey 




Three JMU faculty members recently 
had their works published. 
Dr. Richard D. Barnet, associate 
propfessor of music, had his article, 
"Can Colleges Aid Music Dealers," 
published as the guest editorial in the 
January issue of "Musk Trades." 
Dr. David Owusu-Ansah. assistant 
professor of history, had his paper, 
"Power of Prestige: Muslims in 19th 
Century Kumasi," included as a chapter 
in "The Golden Stool: Studies of the 
Asante Center and Periphery," 
published by the American Museum of 
Natural History. 
Dr. Richard Lippke, assistant 
professor of philosophy, published an 
article, "The Rationality of the Egoist's 
Half-Way House." in "The Southern 
Journal of Philosophy." 
BGS meeting 
slated for Thurs. 
An informational meeting to discuss 
JMU's bachelor of general studies 
degree program will be held Thursday. 
The meeting will begin at 7 p.m. in 
Room D of the audiovisual services 
department of Carrier Library. 
Join us in 
The Belle Meade Lounge 
for a weekend of lasting 
EXPRESSIONS 
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Teachers address early problems at seminar 
By Melva Shelor 
ttoff writer  
Although the first year a teacher 
works can be rewarding, it also can be 
horrifying and overwhelming, said 
some JMU education graduates at a 
seminar Saturday. 
Teachers in secondary, middle, early 
childhood, and special education 
discussed topics such as how beneficial 
JMU was in preparing them for the 
teaching profession, expectations of 
teaching, and memorable moments in 
teaching. 
One of the problems the first year 
teachers seemed to be having is a lack 
of materials. One teacher said that the 
first day she walked into her classroom 
she found the walls and shelves bare, 
and because the school system didn't 
have enough funds, she had to make or 
buy everything that went into the 
room. 
Jessica Pearman, the 1988 Virginia 
Teacher of the Year, spoke to the 
teachers. Pearman teaches at Spotswood 
Elementary School. 
Pearman's first year of teaching in 
1965 was her most "rewarding." Most 
of her students were poor and the school 
would feed them breakfast and lunch, 
and provided clothes for them. 
The children at first were not very 
receptive to her, she said, but by the 
end of the school year both the students 
and teacher had become attached to each 
other. 
"Successful teaching comes from hard 
work," Pearman said. She also said 
that teachers must have a good sense of 
humor. 
One day Pearman was eating lunch, 
when a horde of children came toward 
her and told her that Johnny had 
motorized a banana. 
When she got to Johnny she found 
out that the children were telling the 
truth.  The child  who was always 
putting little motors in everything had 
inserted a motor into a banana. Instead 
of disciplining the child, Pearman said 
she burst out laughing. 
"It's great taking children from the 
not knowing to the knowing," she said. 
She has stayed in the profession for the 
rewards it reaps. 
She gave the teachers advice on how 
to make the classroom a better learning 
place. She advised beginning teachers to 
let the children do the teaching when it 
is possible and be enthusiastic because 
if "you are enthusiastic about teaching 
the children will be enthusiastic about 
learning." 
Anti-apartheid and civil rights activist Maki Mandela to speak today 
By Drew Hansen 
staff writer  
Maki Mandela, eldest daughter of imprisoned 
South African anti-apartheid leader Nelson Mandela, 
will speak at JMU today as part of Black Emphasis 
Month. 
She will discuss the many problems faced by 
South African blacks, and the anti-apartheid 
movement in that country. 
A noted educator and lecturer, Mandela received a 
degree in social work from the University of 
Fortharc, and later obtained an honors degree in 
sociology from the University of Natal. 
She has done extensive social work in South 
Africa, and also helped develop a monthly newsletter 
published by young South African women called 
"Speak." 
These activities, and her father's imprisonment, 
lead to her becoming a well-known anti-apartheid 
and civil rights activist. 
Dietrich Nelson, chairman of the Cultural 
Awareness Committee of the University Program 
Board, said Mandela has spoken across the country 
in an effort to make Americans aware of the plight 
of her country. 
Mandela said, "we want to free ourselves .... I 
would like the American people to join us ... the 
black man in Africa will be free one day." 
The event is sponsored by the JMU chapter of the 
National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People and the Cultural Awareness 
Committee of the UPB. 
The event is scheduled for 8 p.m. in 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. A reception in the Phillips 
Center Ballroom will follow the lecture. 
LEGENDS SPORT SHOP 
Spring is Coming! 
Check out the most complete sporting 
goods store in Harrisonburg! 




JMU In printed sportswear 
Russel Sweats 
Shorts A T-SNrts 
Golf Equipment 
Posters A Morel 
In the Valley Mall] 43215a 
Harrisonburg's only competition B-Ball game 
• 












Bluestone is now 
accepting applica- 
tions for the positions 
of Editor - in - chief 
and Business Manager. 
If you are interested 
please come by our 
office in WCC G-9 and 
pick up  an  applica- 
tion.   Applications are 
due by February 






Q. Find the display ad in The Breeze that 
offers a yacht club t-shirt. 
And win a sub and medium soft drink 
of your choice from JM's 
How To Win: 
Just fill out the coupon below and bring 
it to The Breeze oftice in the basement 
of Anthony-Seeger TODAY between 
9 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
The first five people with the correct answer WIN 
A. 
Name 
Students. Faculty, and Staff affiliated with The Breeze are not eligible to win. 
Winners of Ad Trivia are not eligible to win again this semester. 
 Lnlrants musl present valid I D. to win.  
'•••A**************************'**************************** 
March winds ! Don't let your time 
blow away without money to Show 
for it. We have part-time & fulttime,{ 
day & evening, temporary positions 
available for enthusiastic individuals 
with good communication^ skills. 





Working withthose who are communicatively impaired is a 
challenging, yet rewarding profession. Boston-Bouve College 
at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of 
research and further study in this field. Our ASHA accredited 
Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology 
and our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston) make 
it possible for you to pursue an advanced degree full-time, or 
part-time if you are employed in the field. 
For information on these programs call (617) 437-2708 or 
write to the address below. 
BOSTON 
BOUVE 
Graduate School Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions 
106 Dockser Hall. Northeastern University. 360 Huntington Ave. Boston. MA 0211 
An equal opportunity/affirmative action univ«r.i.? '*«• i ersity 
■n 
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WIR 
Crash of commuter plane investigated 
MORRISVILLE, N.C. (AP)* — Investigators 
combed wreckage Saturday of a commuter plane that 
crashed near Raleigh-Durham Airport and killed 12 
people, less than a week after the pilot and aircraft 
passed routine safety tests, officials said 
"Our shock is all that much greater because this 
was a seasoned crew operating their rust flight of 
the day," said Glenn Schaab, president and chief 
executive officer of AVAir, the Raleigh-based 
affiliate of American Airlines that operates 
American Eagle commuter flights. 
"They were in a plane less than three years old, 
which had undergone scheduled maintenance and 






NEW ORLEANS (AP) — TV evangelist Jimmy 
Swaggart, who accused ousted PTL leader Jim 
Bakker of sexual misconduct, had no comment 
Saturday on reports that the Assemblies of God 
church is investigating similar allegations against 
him. 
His spokeswoman, Barbara Klein, said Swaggart 
probably would attend Sunday services at his 
Family Worship Center in Baton Rouge, but she 
didn't know if he would deliver a sermon or make 
any statement regarding allegations that he was seen 
entering a motel room with a prostitute. 
She said she couldn't confirm whether Swaggart 
was in Baton Rouge on Saturday or had any 
meetjfcs scheduled with Assembly of God officials 
who are investigating him. 
Swaggart, 52, is an Assembly of God minister 
and the president of a ministry with an estimated 
1986 income of $142 million. It is based in Baton 
Rouge, and broadcasts to 143 countries. 
Assembly of God officials in Springfield, Mo., 
confirmed Friday that Swaggart was being 
investigated. A spokeswoman, however, refused to 
confirm the subject of the investigation. 
Swaggart met with the denomination's 13-member 
Executive Presbytery for 10 hours Thursday "to 
discuss matters that could affect his credentials with 
the church." church spokeswoman Juleen Turnage 
said Friday. 
Swaggart was interviewed briefly at the Baton 
Rouge airport Friday night but wouldn't comment 
on the allegations against him. His lawyer, William 
Treeby, could not be reached for comment by 
telephone at his New Orleans area home Saturday. 
ABC News, citing sources it did not identify, 
reported early Saturday that church officials at the 
meeting reviewed photographs purporting to show 
Swaggart and a known prosilute going into and out 
of a motel room. 
Swaggart did not deny to church officials that he 
had been with a prostitute, ABC reported. A church 
The pilot, Capt. Walter Cole, last week took a 
test flight periodically required for commercial 
pilots. 
"He passed without any problem at all," said Larry 
Rednour, executive vice president of American 
Eagle, whose flight 3378 crashed Friday night 
shortly after takeoff from the fog-shrouded airport 
Shaab praised Cole and the other crew member, 
Kathy Digan, as "outstanding individuals with the 
highest levels of professionalism and dedication." 
Cole had logged more than 3,400 flight hours and 
was "definitely a veteran," Rednour said. 
A team of 30 investigators led by a member of the 
National Transportation Safety Board began sifting 
through the rubble Saturday afternoon. 
official said the photographs were open to 
interpretation, according to the network. 
CBS and The Washington Post also have reported 
that the allegations involve sexual misconduct. 
ABC said New Orleans preacher Marvin Gorman, 
also a television evangelist, was believed to have 
provided the photos to church officials. Attempts to 
reach Gorman by telephone at his offices were 
unsuccessful. 
Train passengers 
say they received 
no word about fire 
HASTINGS, Neb. (AP) — Passengers aboard 
Amtrak's California Zephyr complained that they 
received no warnings or instructions from crew 
members when a smoky fire caused by a defective 
heater in a crew car killed one man early Saturday 
and injured 16 people. 
"I think the worst thing was that they didn't let 
anyone in our car know whether we were in danger. 
We couldn't find out if our car was safe." 
Amtrak spokesman John Jacobsen said the fire 
aboard the 14-car westbound train carrying 294 
passengers and a crew of 18 was reported about 3 
a.m. as the train was pulling into Hastings for a 
scheduled stop. Hastings Fire Chief Jim Mitera said 




WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan 
beseeched Congress Saturday to "stand firm" against 
election year pressure for expensive programs and 
enact the $1.1 trillion budget he presented earlier in 
the week. 
Reagan, in defense of his spending package, said 
in his weekly radio speech that deficit spending will 
drop from $221 billion in fiscal year 1986 to $130 
billion in the 1989 fiscal year, which the new 
"Nothing jumps out at us as being causal," said 
Jim Kolstad, a member of the NTSB team, at a 7:30 
p.m. news conference on the investigation. "I 
couldn't rule out anything at this point" 
Officials said they had no idea why the 
twin-engine turboprop bound for Richmond plunged 
into a wooded area about 3,000 feet west of the 
runway at 9:27 p.m. Friday. 
The plane was not required to have cockpit voice 
recorders or flight data recorders, said Teresa 
Damiano, airport spokeswoman. She said 
conversations between the control tower and pilots 
routinely are recorded, but that the tape contained 
"no indication" that the plane was in trouble. 
budget covers. 
"If Congress upholds its commitments and stands 
firm against pressures for increased spending — 
pressures that reach a peak during election years — 
solid results will be forthcoming," the president 
said. 
The new budget, sent to Capitol Hill Thursday, 
was written after a series of consultations with 
Congress on deficit-reduction goals and outlines of 
the amounts to be spent on broad categories. 
As a result, Reagan said, the legislative and 
executive branches "are demonstrating the kind of 
responsible leadership expected by the electorate." 
The budget "reduces the level of deficit spending 
while at the same time holds the line against any 
general tax increase," he said. 
"It remains firm in our commitments to essential 
domestic programs," Reagan said. "It also includes 
funding for the minimum defense programs needed 
to keep our country safe and necessary to honor our 
commitments to our friends and allies." 
He called it a "trim budget" that keeps the lid on 
spending, while calling for "justified" increases. 
Now ... a word 
from your tortilla, 
says Immigration 
HOUSTON (AP) — The government is sending 
tortilla-grams to remind illegal aliens that the 
deadline to apply for immigration amnesty is less 
than three months away. 
"We're trying anything we can think of to get 
people the information," said Jane Friday, an 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 
spokeswoman. 
The INS has printed 80,000 Spanish-language 
reminders on 4-by-6-inch pieces of paper, and next 
week plans to send them to tortilla factories in 
Brownfleld, Odessa and Lovington, N.M., where 
they will be stuffed into packages. 
"We have had lots of publicity in larger areas. The 
purpose of this grass-roots publicity campaign is to 
get out the word in the smaller areas," Friday said. 
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Orientation 
Assistants 
Applications are now available for Orientation Assistants 
in the following offices: Rm. 102, Alumnae Hall, 
Commuter Students Center, and Area Offices. 
Application Deadline;   Friday, March 4,1988. 
Applications should be returned to the Lake Area Office 
in Chandler Hall - Rm. 133 
Lower Prices on Health 
and Beauty Aids !! 
We have a new distributor with lower costs- 
the savings have been passed on to our 
customers! 
Compare: 




X-tra Strength Tylenol 
Vivarin 
Sale - Cool Ranch Doritos 


















New Items I     Old Tyme Pina Colada Natural Drink, 
Elliott's Pink Grapefruit Juice 
Mr. Chips 
More than you think 
Open 7a.m.-12 midnight 
















9 OZ FROZEN 









IN THE DELI-PASTRY SHOPPE 
WHITE, WHEAT OR ONION 
Armel's 














I     FROZEN 
Hanover 




NON RETURNABLE BOTTLE 
DIET SPRITE. SPRITE. 
Diet Coke 
or Coca Cola..2 ltr 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
FOR    RENT 
Two girls needed to share huge room with 
own bath, Campus Condos. $l50/month, 
'88'89. Steph or Mamie, 433-4019. 
New Completely Furnished 4 BR Apts. - 
Extra features furnished - microwave, 
disposal, W7D, color TV & cable, am/fm 
cassette player. Model available to show 
now. Leasing June 1. Renting to groups of 
4. Rent $i85/person. Water & sewer 
included. 12 mo. lease & deposit required. 
No pets. Also available completely furnished 
units in same area $l65/person, renting to 
individuals. Call 433-1717 between 9 am & 
5 pm. 
Lease Negotiable - Quiet 1 BR apt. 
Outchmill Court. $275. 434-2100. 
RMs In Forest HHUTownhouse for female 
students. Lease from June '88-May '89. 
Fully furnished living, dining, Kitchen & BRs. 
Call 434-6233. 
College Station - Girls. RM available May 
thru August 1988. Call D. Hadsell, 
703-256-9591. 
Attn: Hunter* Ridge Apt. to sublet for 
summer. $i54/mo. includes water, maid, 
W/D, DW, microwave, trash removal. Please 
call Traci ASAP. 433-3018. 
Girls Share RM - $l50/mo. Furnished. 
Campus 10 minutes. Angela, x7584, after 
4. 
Stop By Our Office At 715 N. Main St. & 
pick up a 1988-89 Brochure of 
Off-Campus Rentals. We also have 3 BR 
units at University Place for sale from 
$59,900. Patrick Real Estate, 433-2559. 
FOR   SALE 
Alpine Digital AM/FM Cassette Stereo - 
Pre-amp fader, metal tape capability, 
key-off eject & 10 station presets. $200. 
Call Tony at 433-0068 
2 Spring Break Miami Plane Tickets - $175 
each or best offer. Can Aaron, 434-7050. 
18" Ross Ml Washington Bike - Cal Timmy 
at 433-0845. 
HELP    WANTED 
Earn Commissions For Selling Ads that wilt 
benefit the American Lung Association. 
Opportunity is for the next 6-7 weeks. Call 
434-8824 or 434-3862. Selling in local 
area for upcoming event. 
Want 2 Swimming Instructors for summer 
teaching in Harrisonburg. May 9-Aug. 4. 
Must have, or get, instructor certification. 
If interested, send resume & references to 
Box 1391, Harrisonburg, VA 22801. 
Help Wanted For Summer - Lifeguards, 
coaches, instructors, pool managers, 
supervisors to work at Richmond area 
pools. Call or write to apply or to be 
interviewed over spring break. Atlantic 
Swimming Pool Service, Inc., P.O. Box 
34848, Richmond, VA 23234, 
804-323-3001. 
Improve Your Resume - New literary 
magazine needs marketing personnel. 
Enthusiasm is necessary. Send name & 
number to Kimberiy, Box 4177. 
Turn Your Spare Time Into Money -Flexible 
hours. Apply Wendys. 
Tutors Needed - Tutors needed in nearly 
an JMU subject areas. Please come by the 
Counseling & Student Development Center 
to pick up your application. 
Easy Workl Excellent Pay! Assemble 
products at home. Call for info. 
312-741-8400, Ext. Mil 
Overseas Jobs - Summer, year round. 
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All 
fields. $900-2000/mo. Sightseeing. Free 
info, write IJC, P.O. Box 52-VA04, Corona 
Del Mar, CA 92625. 
LOST   &   FOUND 
Lost Pearl Necklace - Downtown 
Harrisonburg. Sentimental. Reward. Call 
X4058. 
SReward For Watch Lost Near Stadium - 
Please cal x4506. 
Found Small Gold Ring - Call with 
description A ifs yours. Lucy, X4226. 
SERVICES 
Get Your Car Ready For Spring Break! 
10-minute, 14-pomt oil change & lube at 
Jiffy Lube! No appointment necessary! 
Horizon Sure Tan is a professional Tanning 
Center. 434-1812 
Resumes That Workl Get ready for those 
interviews now. Professionally written/ 
typeset quality. Visa/MC/check. 
433-3063. It's worth it! 
Professional Typing & Word Processing - 
$1.45/page. 828-4980 after 5, Kevin. 
Typing Service - 24 years experience, 
$1.75/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935. 
Typing Service - $l.25/pg. double space. 
Marsh Roth, 433-8713. 
Typing Services On Wordprocessor - 20 
years experience. 568-6439/433-2860, 
Eton.- 
Want An Unforgettable Weekend? Come to 
The Country Place 42 miles north. 
Completely furnished 2 BR & 5 BR, 
fireplaces, heated water bed. Owned & 
operated by JMU faculty member; 
703-743-4007. 
Scholarships Are Available! Professional 
service finds scholarships for you. Low cost 
- guaranteed results - free info. Financial 
Aid Research Institute, 1-800-USA-1221, 
Ext. 7343. 
Research Papers - 15,278 available! 
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho, 
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free 
(800T 351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or 
COD. 
Battery Supply - Brand name quality at 
wholesale prices. 434-5155. 
WANTED 
Adoption - Happily married couple wishes 
very much to adopt newborn. We wiH give 
your baby a warm, loving home with strong 
family values & financial security. Medical & 
legal expenses paid. Strictly legal & 
confidential. Call Mike or Joan collect. 
202-965-0614. 
Adoption - Loving, financially secure couple 
wish to adopt white newborn. AH medical 
expenses paid Legal & confidential. Please 
call Priscilla & Ed collect. (703) 
534-3720. 
Guitarists, Songwriter Seek Drummer, 
bassist for future world-famous original- 
material band. Ex-JMU, serious. Reference 
Costeflo, Replacements, REM, etc. Waddya 
got to lose? 879-9884 after 7 pm. 
PERSONALS 
Donl Miss Melanie Duncan, a Virginia State 
police recruiter. Maury 101, Wed., Feb. 
24th, 5 pm. Everyone is welcome. 
Video Personals - Be on TV. Send a 
10-second personal on JMil's cable channel 
8! $5. X6959. 
Attn. AH English Majors - Have a 3:25 GPA 
in your major & cum? The English Honor 
Society invites you to apply! See Dr. Cash in 
Keezel220. 
Attention All Greeks On The Row - IFC and 
Panhellenic are sponsoring a Happy Hour 
Wed., Feb. 24, at in and AXA Houses 
Remember to wear letters & bring I.D. 
Jill -4 saw you in my music appreciation 
class-l think you're kinda attractive. 
Baboka Pashcoka 
Katrinal Layer - Happy belated 19th. I love 
yourthang. 
Gene - Congratulations on getting the 
Sigma Nu bid! Love, Kelly. 
Chris & Carrie - Congratulations on your 
engagement. You two make a perfect 
couple. The best of luck 4 happiness. X<t> 
Hey Jen - Happy 19th birthday! We love 
you! Love, Jodie, Stace, Caryn, Nicole, Dixie 
& Debbie. 
Congratulations To AlTer Terry Rebibo 
for receiving your Kappa Sigma Little 
Sister bid! 
Battery Supply - Brand name quality at 
wholesale prices. 434-5155. 
Chess Players - Persons interested in 
competitive/friendly chess please contact 
Mike. P.O. Box 816,885-4701. 
Alpha Gams - Thanks for al your support! I 
reaffy appreciate it! (Especially the morning 
balloon crews!) Congratulations new 
pledges! Karen A. 
Be On TV - Buy a 10-second video personal 
for someone special. $5. x6959 
Join Sigma Tau Delta - The English Honor 
Society-Apply now! 
Donl Miss Melanie Duncan, a Virginia State 
police recruiter. Maury 101, Wed., Feb. 
24th, 5 pm. Everyone is welcome. 
Party, Party, Party For All Greeks on the 
Row sponsored by IFC & Panhellenic on 
Wed., Feb. 24, at in & AXA. Wear 
letters A bring I.D. 
Dudeman & Buddy - Working with you two 
is great! IN got lucky-lefs go for it! Turn 
The 
Enter the SGA Buildings History Trivia 
Contest. 
Hey Zero - You're number 1 with me. Zoro SGA Buildings History Week, Feb 22-27. 
Kate -Happy birthday, Sweetie! I'm glad 
you're my neighbor. (How could I make it 
without you?) Love, Armey. 
To My Best Brothers Delker & Rusty - Let 
me tell you, I had the best time last 
weekend. And I can hang with the big dogs 
on the porch. Here's to road trips. 
Adopt-A-Freshman. Love. Your Sis 
Kris ten. 
Josh Has Gone But Perm. State Is Coming - 
Where? 
Convocation Center, Feb. 26th, 7:30 - 
Women's Basketball! "See 4 Yourseif!" ' 
One Time Self Defense Class - Hanson Han 
TV Lounge, Tues., 23rd, 9:15 to 10:30 pm. 
Matt Payne - Happy 21! No more excuses! 
Love, Your "Fiance". 
L(u) - One year ago...on a night just like 
tonight...! fell for the prettiest girl I ever 
seen. B(oogerhead) 
Martin - It just wasn't the same here 
without you Sunday. We were lonely and 
missed you. Hope you're feeling better soon. 
Kevin - Hope your week goes well. Thanks 
for being so understanding! Love, Melissa. 
Dave - Have any good feature ideas this 
week? Cathy. 
*  
Buena Vista Impact Team - Great Job! 
Thanks, Stephen. 
Scott - Donl worry, things will get better. 
All this work won't last forever. I hope 
Spring Break works out. What could be 
better than a week in N.N.. .with you? Your 
traveling companion. 
Brother Nums - Hope your Spring Break 
goes great! Wish you were here. I'm headed 
to Colorado with my Mom! Then Chris and I 
are going to West Palm in April. Life is 
great! See you soon. Love, Diane 
Kevin - You owe me a clock! 
i  n '■    i • - •  »-»-\« 
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MO Mates Hexes 
NORMAN, LIKE THE REST OF THE RETAIL INDUSTRY, WAS 
SLOWLY SQUEEZED OUT BY MICR0TECHN0LOGY. 
THE FAR SIDE -Gary Larson 
One dory. Frank knew, he was just going 
»o now* to push that big button. 
"Look, I know you folks are lookln' for revenge — 
but there'll be no 'ple-for-o-ple' justice In my townl" 
r 
"Dollar to a doughnut Ws 
rhem Cyclops brothers again." 
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RUBES Leigh Rubin   CALVIN AND HOBBES —Bill Watterson 
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I'M NOT.' IM ME AGAIN.' 
THE TRANSMOQ^IFICATTOM 
HUSTONS BE TEMPORAL.' 
IT iNCRE OFF OVERNIGHT.' 
I'M A WD.' I CAN- 
THE REAL WORLD 
Keith Turner 
\tt) Kiiou), waffle \im 
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'You can't just read your lines' 
Actor's passion for theater is catching 
By James Crawford 
stall writer  
Sydney aims, the crossbow snaps and 
an arrow rips through Clifford's chest. 
Clutching at the shaft, Clifford 
staggers down the stairs and falls to his 
knees at Sydney's feet. As he grasps at 
his lover's hand, an expression of shock 
and anguish fills his face, and a last few 
tormented words are spoken. 
That scene, from the recent JMU 
Experimental Theatre production of 
"Deathtrap", and dozens like it are just 
part of another day's work for Glyn 
Jones, visiting professor, in the JMU 
theater department 
Amidst freshly painted props and an 
unfinished set in the Experimental 
Theatre, Jones stands comfortably in a 
denim jacket, flannel shirt and plain, red 
corduroy trousers. A pair of dark glasses 
rests easily in his short, thinning 
gray-black hair. Junior Jim Anzide, 
who played Clifford, asks Jones at the 
start of class, "I'd like to do more with 
the shock the character experiences after 
he is shot. What do you think?" 
"Well, I don't know!" Jones says, 
laughing. "What do you think Randy? 
Mark? Gail?" 
Eyes light up, and backsides edge 
forward in seals. Like a pack of wolves 
at their prey, students chorus, "When he 
falls down the stairs . . . Yes, but he 
had already . -:. It couldn't happen that 
fast! . . . No! No!, he was shot!" 
Irresistibly, the question comes back to 
Jones, who says, "As an actor you 
should draw on your own experiences. I 
remember the time I volunteered to 
fight the Mau Mau. 
"I was 22 and had sold everything I 
owned in Johannesburg, South Africa, 
which wasn't much. Then I called my 
folks in Durban: 'Mom, guess what? 
I'm going to London to be an actor. 
Tell dad, will you. What? Oh! I'll just 
hitchhike my way I suppose!' 
"Well by Kenya I was flat broke for 
the third lime, so I took a job as a 
guard on a farm that raised flowers. My 
job was to protect it from the Mau Mau 
terrorists. Every Saturday, I look a load 
of gladiolas to the train depot, and they 
always warned me to be back before 
dark. Well  
"One day, the train came late, very 
late, and I had to make a run for home 
at night I had just stopped at the foot 
of a washed-out, steep hill in the 
back-country highlands to shift the 
truck into low, when a bullet whined 
Staff photo by CATHY UDELL 
Visiting professor Glyn Jones will be featured in "The Imaginary Invalid," which opens tomorrow 
evening in Latimer-Sfiaeffer Theatre. Jones is shown here with cast members Leigh Bohannon 
(left) and Jane Learned. 
past the windshield. I heard the crack of 
the rifle but couldn't see a thing. 
Instinctively, I let the truck drift back 
with a jolt onto the berm. 
"I sat there with my pistol in the 
crook of my arm and aimed it out the 
window. 'Come on you bastards! Come 
on!,' I cursed; I mean, I gave it the 
complete John Wayne! As the engine 
idled, I sat there motionless and waited. 
"After 20 minutes, I suddenly 
slammed the truck in gear and roared up 
the hillside. When I got to the farm, I 
can tell you, I took a long hot bath 
with my gun in its holster beside the 
tub. Kenya at that time was just that 
kind of place — you had to be ready to 
draw and shoot in five seconds, or you 
were dead." 
But, Jones continued, it would take 
more than a bath to calm him down. 
"We had a formal dinner party that 
night. I was sitting in a beautiful 
dining room at a huge mahogany table. 
These were the last full days of British 
imperialism. There were silver place 
settings, fine china and cut glass 
goblets. The black servants were dressed 
in white with white gloves, colored 
sashes and red fez hats with black 
tassels. All the men had a pislol in a 
holster slung over the backs of their 
chairs. 
"Right in the middle of eating my 
soup, the spoon just fell from my hand 
onto the dish with a clang, and I sat 
there quivering. The chief of police just 
looked at me and then said, 'You've 
been shot at, haven't you?' It took all 
that time for the shock of being shot at 
to hit me. 
"So, James if you want, you can act 
the scene out now, and we will discuss 
it," he concluded, and another acting 
class was underway. 
The owner of a wide-open sense of 
humor, Jones is renowned in the theater 
department for playfully quipping, 
("That sucked dead bunny rabbits!" 
Criticism in his classes is often 
painfully funny, but always to the 
point. 
As an actor in another class rehearsed 
the amorous, swashbuckling character 
Petruchio, Jones heightened students' 
awareness of stage presence, noting, 
"He's always looking at his watch, that 
boy. I can think of better things for 
Petruchio to be playing with!" 
The blush of the leading lady preceded 
the laughter of the class, as Jones added, 
"Petruchio is a man's man, yet that 
scene played as if his cockpiece were 
lost.. and we can't lose that!" 
Good criticism is essential to good 
See JONES page 17> 
f 
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Should vou take fun seriously? 
Bunnymen had Wilson Hall hopping 
By Morgan Ashton 
staff writer 
Progressive rock shone on JMU 
Friday night with Echo and the 
Bunnymen, a six-man band from 
Liverpool, England. . 
Almost 1,200 people crowded 
themselves into Wilson Hall. 
Though advertised as reserved 
seating, the concert quickly 
disintegrated into cheerful 
confusion. 
When the Bunnymen's lead 
singer, Ian McCulloch, appeared, 
the ensuing crush at the front of the 
stage mocked any semblence of 
order. 
The Bunnymen's playlist was a 
montage from previous albums like 
Songs to Learn and Sing and Ocean 
Rain.. The release "Lips Like 
Sugar," from their latest album put 
them on the MTV charts. 
Concert 
Review 
Whether a post-punk band like 
Echo and the Bunnymen should be 
on anyone's Top 40 is a question 
worth considering. But the fact that 
1,200 eager students — most of 
whom knew the words to every 
song — were willing to pay $13.50 
per ticket attests to a vast tape-to- 
tape underground in the Shenandoah 
Valley. 
The Bunnymen's second song 
in an hour and forty-five minutes of 
play, "Rescue", scored a hit. 
So did a muscular version of 
"The Cutter," also on Songs to 
Learn and Sing. 
McCullough's vocals floated 
above the freight-train bass-playing 
of Les Patlinson. Pastel lighting 
and smoke gave an aura of 
mysticism to a fantasy backdrop of 
netting and tree branches. Dimmed 
lights created the illusion of a deep 
forest shrouded in fog. 
And out the mist came Echo 
and the Bunnymen. Their music 
has an optimistic quality that is 
continually polished. Their musical 
attitude is almost antithetical to the 
mope-rock of their progressive 
cousins, The Cure. 
Arriving fresh from a concert in 
Tampa, Echo and the Bunnymen 
had people dancing in the balcony. 
Ian McCullough,   lead   singer   for   Echo and the Bunnymen, 
crowd of about 1,200 people Friday    night. 
Teasing the crowd, 
McCullough pranced and gyrated, 
creating something of a problem for 
security as three over-excited girls 
hopped onstage. They were quickly 
whisked away. 
If there was a problem Friday 
<-night, it was with the opening act 
the Swedish group. Leather Nun. 
Whether or not they knew more 
than three chords is not the point 
Can they play them? And can they 
do it with a different beat? 
Later, material from the Doors 
and the Rolling Stones met with 
roars, as did Echo and Bunnymen's 
encore. 
You have to assume that 
anybody not familiar with the group 
Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN 
sang and strutted before a 
would not be taken with the name - 
it's funny. It's not serious. 
Neither are they. 
Their style relies on the power 
of a bass and McCullough's 
signature lilt 
Should you take fun seriously. 
Echo and the Bunnymen aren't even 
trying. 
j 
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Why Work for ACS ? 
Academic Computing Services 
On-The-Job Training:   You will Learn skills 
and concepts you won't find in the classroom.       V— 
Experience:     Work with computer professionals. 
Impress prospective employers with experience to 
complement your degree.  Exposure to a variety of 
computing-related professions will help you direct 
your career. 
Money: Our salaries are competitive with other on- 
campus employers. We offer room for advancement 
that includes pay raises. 
Pick up your application from any computing Lab or 
from Miller G40. Friday, March 4th at 5pm  is the 
Deadline for applications. 
Start Your Career Before You Leave School! 
Want to spend 
Spring Break 
in Florida, 
But don't have 
enough cash? 
How about camping 
for half the price 
of a hotel? 
The Outing Center in the Warren Campus Center 
has information on campgrounds in Daytona, Fort 
Lauderdale and Key West, along with equipment 
you can rent for your trip. 
Special Spring Break Rates 
Tent $10/Week 
Sleeping Bag $10/   " 
Stove $3/   " 
Saw $3/   " 
Foam Pad $3/   " 
Lantern $3/   " 
Friday March 4 - Monday March 14 
Phone: 568-6939 
Before the end of 
Potato Lover's Month... 
i ~ 
PLACE A CLASSIFIED! 
To place yours, fill out the information to the right. 
Then mail coupon with payment in campus mail 
addressed to: The Breeze 
Campus Mail 
OS 
You can bring the coupon down in person to The Breeze 
office located in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
COST: $2 for every 10 word increment 
i.e. 1-10 words = $2 
11-20 words = $4 
etc 
DEADLINES: 
Thursday's issues: NOON TUESDAY 
Monday's issues: NOON FRIDAY 
Please make sure mailed ads are mailed in campus mail 




NAME AND PHONE MUST BE INCLUDED WITH CLASSIFIEDS, BUT THE BREEZE 
KEEPS ALL SUBMTTTERS COMPLETELY ANONYMOUS TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC. 
CLASSIFIEDS ACCEPTED ON A PREPAYMENT BASIS ONLY 
Jones 
\> (Continued from page 14) 
acting, and Jones frankly tells his 
(classes, "I could be kind and generous 
s your peers are, but I'm not here for 
tiat. When you come to work these 
[scenes, you must work the physical 
spects as well as the words. An actor 
lust forget the director, forget his 
riends and, above all else, forget 
limself. 
"I remember a little boy playing 
sbee in the park with his father. Try 
he might, he kept throwing it 
Idly, and his father called out, You 
JW like a girl,' just as we walked by. 
hen the boy looked up at us and 
I we had heard, the look of hurt 
his face grew so intense. We all 
Id walls, barriers and facades in 
Ives to keep from being hurt like 
that little boy, but when you're onstage 
you've got to be vulnerable! Emotions 
must come from the gut. You can't just 
read your lines, you've got to open 
yourself up and experience them." 
Besides teaching, Jones is the guest 
artist in the JMU production of 
Moliere's comedy, "The Imaginary 
Invalid," which will run tonight 
through Feb. 28 in Latimer-Shaeffer 
Theatre. 
Said veteran director Dr. Tom King of 
Jones, "He's such an accomplished 
actor. He seldom needs direction on 
With a smile, cast member Leigh 
Bohannon added, "I just love him. He is 
so helpful and talented. I can't believe 
sometimes that he is here, helping us." 
Following The Imaginary Invalid," 
Jones will direct "Master Harold and the 
Boys" by Athol Fugard. He also will be 
acting this summer in the JMU Dinner 
Theatre's productions of "Fools" by 
Neil Simon and "The Fantastics". Next 
fall, he will direct the JMU production 
of a play he wrote called "Red in the 
Morning." 
As a visiting professor, Jones' job is 
made possible by faculty members who 
have taken leave. Next year, he will 
replace King, who will be participating 
in the Semester in Paris program. 
It was the Semester in London 
program that brought Jones together 
with the theatre department's Dr. 
Thomas Arthur in 1981. The rapport 
established over dinner at a friend's 
apartment led to an offer to teach a 
scriptwriting class in the fall of 1984. 
Recalls Arthur, "Everyone was so 
pleased with what he did in the class, 
that we asked him to stay for the spring 
term of 1985." 
Now back at JMU again, Jones 
manages to find the time to spend hours 
on a weekend helping a student film a 
horror movie or a few extra minutes 
after rehearsal discussing a pan. A 
native of South Africa, his love of the 
ayne 
' TJW aU designs 
434-1617 
Sunglitz 
A NEW One-Step 
Highlighting Process. 
For That Beach Look 
All Year Long! 
624 Hawkins St. 
Harrisonburg 





Hair Care Products 
$4.00 for 8oz. products 
Valid JMU ID Required 
GET 5 FREE TANNING VISITS WITH SUNGLITZ OR 
PERM SPECIAL 
Let the new you emerge! 
toch*lnchs™"euyjnu's*ape 
~Tht Vllimali in Body Ilium* . , 
Spring •BreaK. 
Results... without all 
the hard work. 
This is a passive-concentrated form of exercise which, if utilized two 
times a week for one hour each session, will give you exercise 
equivalent of doing two hours of calisthenics per day! 
Toning Center gjj* 
729 B E. Market St., Harrisonburg,   VA 22801      "vjjfjjj 
Shannon Hill Office Complex - avamo 
(703)      434-9603    8 a.m. -8 p.m.; 8 a.m.- noon Sat. 
theater began at the University of Netal, 
when he played Hotspur in 
Shakespeare's "King Henry the IV." 
Now 36, he recalls, "I just loved that 
part. It was thrilling. Up until then, I 
had been considering the medical 
profession. After that, the theater was 
my passion." 
Curtain time for "The Imaginary 
Invalid" is 8 p.m. Tuesday through 
Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday. Tickets 
are $3 with JMU ID for Tuesday and 
Wednesday performances and $4 for 
Thursday through Sunday. Tickets can 
be reserved by callling the box office at 
568-6260 between 3 and 8 p.m. 
weekdays. 
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    New exhibit opens 
at Zirkle House 
New Image Gallery will exhibit 
"Horse/Woman," a selection of mixed 
media photographs by professional 
photographer Alicia Bailey, beginning 
Monday. Feb. 22. 
The show illustrates the visual 
structure of the figure, the horse and the 
landscape. 
Bailey, a native of Denver, received a 
degree in studio arts from the 
University of Colorado at Boulder. 
New Image Gallery is located in 
Zirkle House at 983 S. Main St. 
Gallery hours are noon-5 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday and noon-4 p.m. 
Friday and Saturday. 
"Horse/Woman" will continue 
through March 4. 
Madness-,      Orchestra to perform Mallet 
comes to JMU 
The JMU Department of Music will 
present Mallet Madness Monday, Feb. 
29 at 1 p.m. and Tuesday, March 1 at 1 
and 8 p.m. in Anthony-Seeger Hall 
Auditorium. 
This annual event will feature the 
percussion students of C. William Rice 
and the JMU Marimba Band. Marimba 
and xylophone soloists include 
Anthony Falcone, Rob Schiller, Mike 
Harris, Sam Elson and Craig Lee. This 
event is free and open to the public. 
1& v*
5.   Sure ^W 
The 70-piece JMU Symphony 
Orchestra and soloists will perform at 8 
p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 23, in Wilson Hall 
Auditorium. 
The orchestra will present "Fanfare" 
from "La Peri" by Paul Dukas, 
"Principals" by Andre Previn and 
Symphony No. 8 in G major, Op. 88 
by Anton Dvorak. 
Dr. Eric Ruple, assistant professor of 
music, will perform Piano Concerto 
No. 1 by Dmitri Shostakovich. Curtis 
Comett, a JMU music graduate student, 
will provide trumpet accompaniment 
**o*. :  
Tan 
1106 Reservoir St. 434-1812 
°<* 
*to fAi 
SPRING BREAK SPECIAL! 
10 visits $25, 20 visits $40 
Only UVB ray will protect against SUNBURN 
Protect Your Body and Tan 
With The Best Systems Available 
Both U VA rays and UVB rays 
LAUDERDALE 
10 a.m. - S p.m. M-F 
10 a.m.-3 p.m. SAT THE ISLANDS 
APPETIZER BAR 
Starts Mon, Feb. 8 
2 p.m. • 5 p.m. 







RESTAURANT & LOUNGE 
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Miller's bombs doom Dukes 
By Mark Charnock 
staff writer  
Three weeks ago, George Mason walked into the 
Convocation Center with a run-and-gun floor show. 
Featured was an all-CAA selection, Kenny Sanders, 
accompanied by a three-point shooting sideshow. 
Saturday afternoon at the Patriot Center, Mason's 
Brian Miller stepped up and took the stage. Standing 
directly in the spotlight, he made the feature of the 
day a solo act 
And after the curtain fell, Miller's 33 points still 
stood center stage, as GMU posted a 79-76 victory to 
drop the Dukes' record to 8-17, 3-9 in the Colonial 
Athletic Association. 
"Unfortunately we ran into a buzzsaw by the name 
of Brian Miller," JMU interim head coach Tom 
McCorry said.  "I mean  that guy   was   hitting 
everything, anytime, anyplace .... Let's face it. No 
matter what we tried to do, they had an answer for it, 
because he did it all." 
JMU tried at least four different defenses, from 
man-to-man to a variation box-and-one, to try and get 
the senior forward untracked, but the sights and 
sounds of the day continued to be Miller's number 44 
and swish. 
Arguably, the Dukes had a good outing. They had, 
for most of the game, stayed close with the Patriots 
better than in the 86-66 blowout in Harrisonburg. 
And without its trademark scoring droughts, JMU 
looked like it might get a much-needed conference 
win. 
JMU had some good shooting early. Ben Gordon's 
three 20-footers helped to provide an early 13-6 
cushion. The Dukes held that lead for much of the 
half, paced by 12 of Gordon's team-high 20 points. 
But still. Miller's trey production overshadowed 
everyone. 
Kennard Winchester, who sat for most of the 
second half, had the responsiblity of guarding Miller 
early. 
"Once he got hot, we decided to try and deny him 
the ball everywhere he went," Winchester said. "But 
since they run their press, it's kind of hard to deny 
him the ball." 
Winchester, the Dukes' leading scorer, had just 
eight points in 17 minutes until McCorry pulled 
him. "He just said he didn't think I had my head in 
the game," Winchester said. "That's just the way he 
felL" 
1 
See LOSS page 21 > 
Improving JMU women rout Eagles 75-45 
By Dave Washburn 
statt writer  
Much like a fine wine, the JMU 
women's basketball team seems to get 
better with time. 
Coming off two of their closer games 
against Old Dominion and Richmond, 
the Dukes throttled American 75-45 
Saturday night at the Convocation 
Center. The win was JMU's 21st of the 
year against only three losses and 
extended the Dukes' home winning 
streak to 22. 
All of the pre-game statistics 
indicated the contest would be a 
challenge for JMU. The Eagles, 11-13, 
were soaring after winning five of their 
last six games to lift them into second 
place in the Colonial Athletic 
Association. In addition, American 
boasted one of the top players in the 
country in senior forward Beth Shearer, 
whose average of 19.7 points per game 
led the CAA coming into the contest. 
The game lived up to its advanced 
billing in the early going. JMU's 
Sydney Beasley opened the contest by 
knocking in a short 8-footer to put the 
Dukes up 2-0, before the Eagles' Janinc 
Lorimer connected on a jumper from 15 
feet to even the score at 2-2. 
After trading layups, Beasley, who 
pumped in 18 first-half points, worked 
her way free on the inside to put JMU 
up 6-4, but American quickly evened 
the contest at 6-6 when Shearer 
converted both ends of a two-shot foul 
with 16:30 remaing in the first half. 
But the Eagles would not get any 
closer. Following another Beasley 
layup, the Dukes, behind the play of 
Sandy Broughton and Paula Schuler, 
went on a 12-2 tear over the next 4:30 
to increase their advantage to 20-8. 
JMU increased its lead to 34-17 
following freshman Vicki Harris' 
5-footer, but American battled back to 
close the gap to 36-23 at halftime and 
still keep its upset hopes alive. 
However, those dreams were 
short-lived as the Dukes used the first 
eight minutes of the second period to 
take complete control. Paced once again 
by Beasley and teammate Alisa Harris, 
JMU went on a 20-4 rampage to lead 
56-27 with 12:05 remaining and 
eventually gained its 27th straight CAA 
win. 
Among those most impressed with 
the Dukes second-half performance was 
JMU head coach Shelia Moorman, who 
felt her squad was much too 
one-dimensional in the first period. 
"In the first half [Beasley] was by far 
Ihc bright spot for us," Moorman said. 
"At the halftime, we just appealed to 
the rest of the kids to get [as] involved 
as she had been, so that they could feel 
good about their performance going 
into Monday night's game. I thought 
our second-half effort was much more 
inspired and looked much more like the 
way we would like to play it." 
Moorman also noted, though, that 
injuries to two of the Eagles' top 
players had a great deal to do with the 
lopsided score. 
"You have to look at the concerns 
that American has right now," 
Moorman said. "Their starling point 
guard is out with a stress fracture for 
the rest of the season and their leading 
scorer [Shearer] has a concussion . . . 
so it's hard to lose two starters and look 
like the same team." Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON 
See WOMEN page 23>    JMU's Sydney Beasley shoots over an American defender. 
SGoring-prolesLyk 
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Gymnasts recover to edge Princeton 
By Matt Wasniewskl 
staff writer 
The JMU men's gymnastics team 
squeaked out a 180.5-180 victory over 
Princeton at Godwin Hall Saturday 
afternoon. On a day marked by strong 
performances and inconsistent judging, 
the Dukes' margin of victory came from 
a protest over the scoring of the meet's 
last routine by JMU's Mike Harley. 
"It was a very close game,'' JMU 
coach Scott Gauthier said. The judges 
are everything. They're just like 
basketball officials. One bad penalty at 
the end can destroy your chances." 
In gymnastics, the judges' scores 
cannot vary by more than five-tenths of 
a point. If the scores are incompatible, 
the judges must confer to make the 
scores more uniform. In Saturday's 
competition, some scores varied by as 
much as a full point, slowing the meet 
considerably. 
"They [the judges] did all right," 
Gauthier said. "There were a couple of 
scores which I think they totally blew. 
I protested three scores and got two of 
them changed. One of them was 
Harley's at the last event, high bar. It 
[Harley's score] came up six-tenths, 
which gave us the meet." 
.According to Gauthier, the judges 
missed a full pirouette — a difficult 
move that usually earns a high score — 
in Harley's routine. "They both missed 
it," Gauthier said. "They were both 
looking down at their papers or 
whatever." 
The Dukes were led by the 
performances of sophomores Eric 
Haney and Dave Cvercko, as well as 
Harley. 
Cvercko finished second on the 
pommel horse (8.25) and third in three 
different events — rings (8.45), vault 
(8.65) and parallel bars (8.15). 
Cvcrcko's combined score placed him 
third in the all-around competition with 
a 48.25. 
"Dave had a real good one," Gauthier 
said. 
Staff photo by STEPHEN BATES 
JMU's Mike Harley dismounts from the rings Saturday. 
Although Haney did not place in the 
top three in any event, his scores never 
fell below a 6.1, which he earned on the 
rings, but went as high as a 8.6 on the 
vault 
"Eric Haney had a great performance 
today," Gauthier said. "It was his score 
that kept us right ahead. It's probably 
the best meet he's had [this season]." 
Harley, finding himself closely 
pursued by the Tigers' Thomas 
Zambrotta throughout the competition, 
at best had a difficult day. 
Despite a weak dismount on the 
parallel bars, Harley earned a 8.55 to 
place first He also finished fust on the 
vault (8.75) and in the floor exercise 
(9.0), and second on the high bar 
(8.60). But because of a low score on 
the rings (7.70) and a sloppy routine on 
the pommel horse (4.2), Harley did not 
place in the top three in the all-around 
competition. 
"[Harley] couldn't please the judges 
no matter what he did," Gauthier said. 
An NCAA championship hopeful in 
the floor exercise, Harley hurt his odds 
of qualifying for the tournament 
because of his 9.0. According to 
Gauthier, Harley needs to score 
consistently in the mid-nines to have a 
shot at the NCAA's. 
"This score didn't help him at all," 
Gauthier said. "He's got a couple of 
good home scores. He's going to need a 
couple of good away scores. He'll be 
there — I hope." 
Zambrotta went on to place first in 
the all-around (51.75) and teammate 
Kevin Williams captured second (50.0). 
The Dukes took a slim 33.3-32.9 
lead over the Tigers in the floor 
exercise, but they soon fell behind after 
the pommel horse and rings 
competitions. 
The Dukes were down five points 
going into the last two events, the 
parallel bars and the high bar. With 
strong routines by Haney, Harley, 
Cvercko and Robert Blankcnship on the 
parallel bars, the Dukes were able to 
close the gap to 2.5 points. 
Although Cvercko fell during his 
high-bar routine, he got back up, 
regained his composure and finished 
well, earning a 7.2. Harley first retrieved 
an 8.0 for his routine, but the score was 
changed to an 8.6 after Gauthier's 
protest. Those six-tenths gave the 
Dukes the win. , 
"They [the Dukes] all did real well," 
Gauthier said. "I'm psyched. It was a 
real team effort ... to come from 
behind. There were teams in the past 
that might not have been able to do 
that, but these guys did. They hung in 
there." 
The Dukes, who improved their meet 
record to 4-7, are looking ahead to the 
North Atlantic Gymnastics League 
Championships in Vermont March 5. 
"We're going to meet Princeton up 
there again," Gauthier said. "Well also 
meet Cornell. That's going to be a real 
big meet for us." 
The Dukes will meet perennial state 
champion William and Mary at home 
Feb. 28. Although the Dukes have high 
hopes, they are being realistic. 
"They'll probably come in and dominate 
us," Gauthier said. "That is, unless they 
bring their second learn." 
By Dean Hybl 
staff writer  
Beasley displays 
last year's form 
. against Eagles 
In the game of basketball, occasionally one player 
is able to dominate and dictate the flow and 
outcome of a game completely. 
In JMU's 75-45 victory over American Saturday 
night senior center Sydney Beasley enjoyed that 
type of game as she connected on I4-of-15 shots and 
scored a career-high 31 points. In addition, Beasley 
had three steals and constantly harassed and hindered 
the Eagles' shooting and passing. 
"I was real proud of Sydney tonight" JMU coach 
Shelia Moorman said. "In the first half [in which 
she scored 18 points] she was by far the bright spot 
for us." 
As expected, Beasley was very pleased with her 
performance, but said that during the game she 
rarely thought about it. 
"I really didn't know I was shooting that well 
[14 of 15]." Beasley said "I felt that I was hot but I 
never consciously thought 'Oh, I'm shooting really 
well, give me the ball.' 
Tonight my teammates gave me the ball when I 
was open, and I was in great position to make the 
shots." 
Alisa Harris agreed that thinking too much on the 
court can be detrimental to one's play. 
"You can't think about 'Oh, I'm hot' or 'I'm not 
See BEASLEY page 23> 
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Track team takes two titles in Navy meet 
Johnson leads JMU 
at Princeton tennis 
The JMU women's track team earned two first-place 
finishes at the Navy Invitational in Annapolis, Md., 
Saturday. Patricia Ritter won the 3.000-meter run in 
10:08.4 and Cathy Beck led the field in the 55-meter 
dash with a time of 7.2 seconds. 
Lorna Lewis took second place in the 800-meter 
run with a 2:19.1 time. She also combined with 
Carolyn Holgerson, Sabrina Bugay and Jennifer 
Antes for second place in the 4x800-meter relay with 
a time of 9:30.7. 
The Dukes' 4x200-metcr relay squad of Beck 
Holgerson, Tracy Lansdown and Nicole Deskins also 
placed second, running a time of 1:50.9. Lansdown 
also came in third in the long jump with an effort of 
5.09 meters. 
Archers capture titles 
in New York tourney 
JMU's archery team took first place in the men's, 
women's and mixed team competitions Saturday in 
the New York Indoor Tournament in Brooklyn, N.Y., 
improving its record to 5-0 in all three categories. 
The Dukes' men scored 1,647 points to finish ahead 
of Atlantic (1,464), Queensborough (1,428) and 
Columbia (1,412). JMU's Mike Kyle led the 
individual standings with a 562 and the Dukes' Mike 
Glavin placed second at 548. Pat Judge (537) came in 
fourth and Tom Hoffman (527) sixth. 
In the women's standings, JMU's 1,575 points 
topped Barnard (1,468), Atlantic (1,340) and Baruch 
(964). 
SPORTSFILE 
The Dukes' Maureen McGuirl wo4 top individual 
honors with a 536, followed by Kim Arehart's 512 
for third place. JMU's Jenny Ferry came in fourth at 
507 and Cynthia Delgado finished sixth at 483. 
In the mixed team standings, the Dukes led with 
2,176, followed by Atlantic (1,977), Columbia 
(1,952) and Baruch (1,706). 
Manns wins long jump 
at meet in Blacksburg 
i 
Long jumper D.D. Manns earned the only JMU 
first place in the Jansport Invitational track and field 
meet at Blacksburg Saturday with a leap of 25 feet, 
1/2 inch. 
The Dukes' Carl Childs came in third in the shot 
put with a toss of 48-feet-9 and finished fourth in the 
35-pound weight throw with a 47-foot effort 
Desi Wynter qualified for the IC4A Championships 
as he ran a time of 49.1 seconds in the 400-meter 
dash to place fourth. He and teammate Marcel Davis 
tied for fifth place in the 200-meter dash at 22.4 
seconds. 
JMUs Kendall Curry came in fourth in the triple 
jump at 48-feet-8, while Craig LeCesne ran a 2:35.5 
for fifth in the 1,000-meter run. 
Karen Johnson led the JMU women's tennis team 
by advancing to the quarterfinals of the Princeton 
Invitational over the weekend. 
Johnson, who played number five singles in the 
fall, defeated Katherine Wanner of Columbia 6-1,3-6, 
6-3 and upset seventh-seeded Kathy Bradford of 
Syracuse 7-5, 6-7, 6-3 before losing 6-1, 6-L to 
Virginia's Irene Usiskin in the quarterfinals. 
In doubles, Brandt and Renee Lemmerman upset the 
fourth seeds, a team from Yale, 6-3, 7-5 in the first 
round before falling 6-1,6-3 to a pair from Rice. 
UNC, Pack top Dukes 
The JMU wrestling team dropped a pair of matches 
to Atlantic Coast Conference rivals over the weekend, 
losing 38-10 Friday in Chapel Hill to North Carolina 
and 40-6 Saturday in Raleigh to N.C. State. 
Brian Kurlander was the only Duke to win both 
individual matches, stopping UNC's Pete Bearse 8-5 
and the Wolfpack's Mike Lantz 9-4 at 167 pounds. 
The Dukes' other wins against UNC came from 
ISO-pounder John Durso, who topped Darryl Clark 
9-1, and from 118-pounder Carey Falcone, who beat 
Neil Burkhead 8-2. 
In the match against N.C. State, JMU's Pat Smith 
defeated Rod Mangrum 6-2 at 150 pounds for the 
only other Dukes' victory. 
C0ND0^X 
MAKE FALL 
RESERVATIONS   NOW!! 
Don't miss out on living in the most 
popular student housing community in 
Harrisonburg. Come see our floor plans that 
allow maxium privacy for each student.  Our new 
and exciting 5 bedroom with loft unit will NOT last long. 
Come by the office today to ensure yourself a place to live next year 
Hunters Ridge, Phase IV is Now Available for Sale! 
This is our last phase, which will consist of 32 four bedroom units and 
16 five bedroom units that are guaranteed to sell fast. 
Stop by and pick up some information or bring your parents to take a look 
at the finest student housing community for JMU students. 
Developed by DMI Corp. 
1111 Old Colony Lane 
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It'S Back Bv Popular DomnnHI 
Buy a 6" Sub of the featured sandwich of the day 
and get another one FREE! 
(Of equal or less value. Not valid with other offers. Good 
while supply lasts.) 
THIS TUESDAY'S FEATURED SUB 
THE B.M.T. 
(Ham, Pepperoni, Genoa. Bolona) 
And all the free fixins - At both Subway locations. 
Square       <5%?'SSaA''j4&0Vtftwe       Dukes 
East M.-X I l-llilir^YTr^V P|aza 
433-SUBS      \\\    T ''|i;|)|ii|i 433-YUMM 
(7827) mfflt!WHift»?mgffly (986^ 
STUDENTS, DONT BE LEFT OUT 
IN THE COLD NEXT SEMESTER! 
MANOR 
OPEN HOUSE 
February 20, 27 and 28 
Friday and Saturday 11  a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Sunday    1 p m. to 4 p.m. 
Wo art now writing feasos for next fall! 
CABLE and FIREPLACES in EVERY UNIT. 
POOL, TENNIS COURTS, LAUNDROMAT 
and MUCH MORE! 
HOURLY BUS TRANSIT TO and FROM CAMPUS 
WATER, SEWER and CABLE are FREE! 
434-6166 
1022 Blue Ridge Drive 
NO ONE OFFERS YOU MORE THAN 
MADISON MANOR 
Loss 
>- (Continued from page 18) 
McCorry said, referring to both teams' 
supposed push-it up-thc-court 
philosophy. "We got off hot We had 
some good shots dropping early, so we 
wanted to continue taking them. 
"But again, I don't think [we shot] 
consistently.. . It just seemed that way 
because we did it in bunches. We'd 
make a bunch in a row, but then we'd 
miss a bunch in a row. 
"It would help a whole lot if we were 
shooting four or five percentage points 
a game more, because we would 
probably be winning a lot of these 
games." 
Instead, the Dukes setded back into 
their usual figure — around 38 percent 
— for the afternoon as GMU jumped 
out to a quick 48-43 lead to start the 
half. 
Mason might have saved its best for 
last. JMU came back, taking advantage 
of some poor GMU foul shooting to 
come within 77-74 on Gordon's 
off-balance, driving jumper. But Keith 
McMillan's three-point miss and 
Griffin's follow shot underneath, which 
cut the lead to one, were not enough. 
The Dukes then fouled and, 
appropriately, Miller sank both ends of 
the one-and-one to boost the Patriots' 
record to 17-8,8-4 in the CAA. 
JMU now playS two of the hottest 
teams in the CAA, Navy and American, 
at home. McCorry is hoping the games 
will give his team a needed tuneup 
before the conference tournament. 
"I'm glad we're playing those two 
teams," he said. "I'm glad we're playing 
them at home. I think we're going to 
have an opportunity, the way we're 
playing now, to beat both of those 
"What [Sanders] does better than 
anybody we play is use his body to 
get position on offense... Once he 
gets it, he doesn't pussyfoot around." 
—Tom McCorry 
A Gordon three-point play and a 
Robert Griffin lay-in recaptured the lead 
for JMU 52-48. but Miller and GMU 
would not let up. With Miller hot, 
Mason also unleashed Sanders later in 
the half. After sitting much of the 
second half, following a halftime 
disagreement with coach Rick Barnes, 
Sanders went to work against anybody 
McCorry cared to throw at him. 
"What [Sanders] does better than 
anybody we play is use his body to get 
position on offense . . .," McCorry 
said. "Once he gets it, he doesn't 
pussyfoot around. Once he gets it, he 
turns to the hoop and dares you to 
block his shot.. . It's not like he's just 
doing it against us." 
Sanders' layup with 7:00 left gave 
GMlJ a 68-60 lead, and it looked like 
teams." 
JMU NOTES — Only two officials 
showed up to referee the game. The 
third, Jerry Stone, knew about the 
game, according to McCorry. "He was 
just a total no-show," McCorry said. 
Alex Clevinger continued to get 
playing time inside and may be 
working his way toward the number 
two spot in the middle. "I thought Alex 
did a pretty good job," McCorry said. 
"Thommy [Brand] is just going to have 
to prove that he can handle it inside 
physically." 
Griffin was JMU's second-leading 
scorer with 13 points on just 5-of-15 
shooting from his second guard spot. 
Barry Brown followed him with 10 
points before fouling out late in the 
second half. 
!:' 
Got Something on Your Mind? 
Want to Teil Someone About it? 
Send Your Letters to The Breeze 
Well Get Your Thoughts out in the Open 
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FREE! ANY TACO 
WITH THE PURCHASE OF 
ONE OF THE SAME TACO 
AT REGULAR MENU PRICE 
TACO 
"BELL 
Available only at 1680 E Market St . Otter sxpires Msrch 3. 1968. Cashredcnpton vaUis 1«Mi cwit. Not good 
with any dtw otter Pleas* present Ms coupon when ordering Limit on* coupon per wait 
FREE! ANY TACO 
WITH THE PURCHASE OF 
ONE OF THE SAME TACO 
AT REGULAR MENU PRICE 
TACO 
'BELL 
Available only at 1680 E. Market St. Otter expres Match 3.1MB. Cash redemption valu* Is 1/20th csnt. Not good 
with any other oftar Pleas* prsssnt this coupon when oniahng. Umit on* coupon per visit 
TACO 'BELL 
WITH THIS COUPON 
BlirritO Supreme® and Medium Soft Drink 
1   OFF Regular Menu Price 
Available only at 1680 E Market St Offer expires March 3,1968 Cash redemption value is t 20lh cent. 
Not good with any other offer Please present this coupon when ordering. Limit one coupon per visit. 
TACO *BELL. 
WITH THISCQUPON  
NACHOS BELL GRANDE. 
and Medium Soft Drink 
1   OFF Regular Menu Price 
Available only at 1680 E. Market St Oiler expires March 3,1988 Cash redemption value is 1/20th cent 
Not good with any other offer Please present this coupon when ordering Limit one coupon par visit. 
FREE! ANY TACO 
WITH THE PURCHASE OF 
ONE OF THE SAME TACO 
AT REGULAR MENU PRICE 
TACO 
BELL 
AvaiLtbleonV at 1680 E. Market St. Otter expires March 3.1968 Cash reAmpson vaLeis l/201hcent Not good 
with any other oflar. Please present this coupon when oraenng Limit one coupon per visit 
FREE! ANY TACO 
WITH THE PURCHASE OF 
ONE OF THE SAME TACO 
AT REGULAR MENU PRICE 
TACO 
BELL 
Available only at 1680 E. Mark* St Offer expires March 3.1984. Cash r»cW«pson VSIJS la 1/20th cant Not good 
w* any other otter. Please present this coupon *h«n ordering Limit on* coupon per visit 
TACO BELL 
WITH THIS COUPON 
BlirritO Supreme® and Medium Soft Drink 
1   OFF Regular Menu Price 
Available only at 1680 E. Market St Otter expires March 3.1988 Cash redemption value is t '20th cent. 
Not good with any other offer Please present this coupon when ordering Limit one coupon per visit. 
TACO 'BELL. 
WITH THIS COUPON ^ 
NACHOS IELL GRANDE. 
and Medium Soft Drink 
1   OFF Regular Menu Price 
Available only at 1680 E. Market St Otter expires March 3.1888 Cash redemption value « 1 '20th cant 
Not good with any other otter. Please present this coupon when ordering. Limit one coupon per visit 
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> (Continued from page 19) 
hot,' because usually that's when 
everything begins to go wrong," she 
said. 
Because three of the Dukes' top 
all-time scorers graduated last year, 
many JMU followers believed Beasley 
would need to have many performances 
like Saturday night's for JMU to enjoy 
the success it had seen the past two 
seasons (55-8 record and two NCAA 
.tournament appearances). 
While Beasley has been a key factor 
in JMlTs 21-3 start, she sometimes lias 
played below the standards she set for 
herself during the 1986-87 season. 
During that campaign, she was named 
the state's and the Colonial Athletic 
Association's Player of the Year and 





Please call 568-6127 
In the Dukes' 74-61 season-opening 
exhibition loss to the Philadelphia 
Shooting Stars, Beasley scored only 
eight points on three-of-11 shooting. 
She also led the team in turnovers and 
occasionally appeared frustrated and 
confused. 
Although her statistics did not drop 
significantly, she was not playing as 
crisply as in the past. In the Sun 'n' 
Fun Invitational in Florida, Beasley 
scored 12, 10 and 14 points in JMU's 
three games, and she scored a 
season-low six points against 
Richmond in January. 
Since the Richmond game, Beasley 
has regained her past consistency and 
has scored 20 or more points in seven 
of JMlTs last 11 games. 
Moorman said Beasley's slow start 
can be attributed to her lack of 
off-season preparation. 
"Based on coaching Syd for two 
years, I think I can easily say that she 
is a slow starter," Moorman said. 
"She's not the type of kid that goes 
home in the summer and prepares hard 
to get ready. 
"She starts off slow and it really takes 
her to the first of January to get in 
game shape. She's a good player 
regardless, but when she gets in game 
condition, her timing is there and she 
becomes a much better player." 
Beasley said her early-season drop in 
point production partially was caused 
by Harris playing well and sharing the 
scoring load. 
"Alisa had some great games in the 
beginning and then she went into a 
little slump," Beasley said, "so maybe I 
had a little slump at the beginning and 
now I'm coming on." 
Women 
> (Continued from page 18) 
t 
Beasley  led  all  scorers  with  a 
career-high  31   points on   14-of-15 
shooting from the field. Harris also 
found her way into double figures as 
she went fivc-of-six for 10 points. 
despite being plagued with foul trouble 
for most of the game. 
JMU returns to action at 7:30 tonight 
against   George   Mason   at   the 
Convocation Center. The Patriots come 
in with a 5-4 CAA mark. Moorman 
said the Dukes will have to play 
another solid game in order to conclude 
their regular season with a perfect 12-0 
conference mark. 
"It's going to be a tough one," 
Moorman said. They are young but 




Professional Hair, Nail & Skin Care 
433-8600 
By Appointment: 
Tuesday 12-8 pm 
Wed. -Sat. 9-5 pm 
KIM 
GRIFFITH 
f?4l4 fluxed Octn, HCA*K 
r~Gdt~fhelesumebfues?'' 
Don't wait til June to start working on yours! 
We offer: 
• Job Search Workshops 
• Resume writing services at reasonable rates* 
te& 
• nodit i \ 
434-3020 _ __ _____ _ _ __r_ _ _"i_____*_j 
" 10% discount off the price of 
your resume with this coupon 
Newman Avenue Associates 
245 Newman Avenue 
HarrisonburjiVA 22801 
Dreaming of Florida but just can't get there? 
Earn dollars now while others spend theirs:   We 
need temporary employees over Spring Break 
for survey research. 
Call Sandy Beach at 434-2311 




JMU HAS COME a long way since the 
university opened classes to 150 students 
in 1909 as the State Normal and Industrial 
School tor Women at Harrisonburg. Since then, 
the university has gone through a great many 
changes, including an ever-increasing 
enrollment. Now, JMU must make another 
decision on enrollment—moving to 16,000 
students. 
JMU currently has about 10,000 students. 
That number was reached over 80 years, with 
the bulk ot growth coming in with Ronald Carrier 
in the 1970s. During that time, JMU's student 
quality has risen as well, but not as much as its 
student quantity. 
The university now must consider whether the 
state should consider it for expansion rather 
than building a new university in Manassas. A 
new school in Manassas is considered a 
necessary ingredient to stir into the still-growing 
area of Northern Virginia—an area that claims 40 
percent of JMU students—but it is not worth 
sacrificing potential quality increases here. 
The plan Carrier is considering calls for a 6,000 
student increase over the next 12 tol5 years, an 
average yearly increase of just 400 students. 
Those are numbers that represent controlled 
growth not rampant expansion. 
The quality factors in a move like this are 
important to consider as well. If JMU does 
expand under this plan, there are several ways it 
will improve in quality that finally would 
accompany quantity. 
OF THE 6,000 students to be added, half 
will be enrolled as graduate students. If 
the university really wants to step up a few 
notches, then improvement and addition of 
graduate programs are necessary. 
Along with the expansion, Carrier wants the 
dollars to back it up. If JMU's expansion is 
chosen as an alternative, the university would 
require the state to "give the resources for new 
faculty, staff, buildings—to drive us to a higher 
enrollment," Carrier said. 
With expansion, JMU will be able to increase 
the quality controls Carrier mentioned, while 
continuing growth consistent with a populist, not 
elitist, philosophy Also, if JMU was chosen as an 
alternative to a new university, there would be 
one less university to compete against for state 
funding. 
The decision, does not have to be made for 
weeks, but Carrier is using foresight by 
recognizing the potential of controlled 
expansion. The University Council should 
recognize this and ask him to recommend JMU 
to the state as an expansion alternative. 
The above editorial is the opinion of the 1987-88 
Breeze editorial board 
Mike Wilson 
managing editor 
Mark Char-nock Stephen Rountree 
editorial editor assi. editorial editor 
Rob Wash bum 
editor 
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Around the campus: From 
fundamentalists to Colombia 
There are some loose ends hanging .around this 
section of The Breeze which need tying. Tv© been 
pretty quiet this semester. . . I was hoping to see 
some good ideas generated in editorials and columns. 
To my chagrin, most of what I've seen has been low 
on intellect and big on critic ism. 
Fundamental radicals take heed. It has become 
irritating this semester to read the fundamentalist 
justifications or condemnation of all issues from 
condoms to abortion to Pat Robertson every single 
week. Don't misinterpret my intentions; I don't desire 
to take a stand on behalf of the SGA on those issues 
or others like them. I will take the issue, however, 
with those of you who seem compelled to judge 
others' actions on the basis of your self-righteous, 
and often skewed, beliefs. 
Issues of personal consequence, like the sale of 
condoms in Chandler Hall, are not made easier when 
a select minority demands that their solution is, by 
virtue of some God, the only resolution. 
JMU is not affiliated with a church. Its students are 
diverse in every respect from race to religion. 
Fortunately, most minorites keep to themselves 
when appropriate, so long as there is not a conflict of 
interests. 
I ask you to appreciate the significance of freedom 
of choice with regard to religion and to understand the 
importance in the separation of church and state to 
reaffirm this choice. Your God and mine might, in 
fact, be one in the same. More importantly, however, 
they might not be. 
For that reason, and that reason only, the 
fundamentalist positions which have even a trace of 
moralistic bias are irrelevant The majority of people 
have no problem in allowing fundamentalists to 
believe what fundamentalists choose to believe. If 
fundamentalists disagree with popular sentiment, they 
ought to quarrel amongst themselves. 
When they insist that their position on an issue 
become known because they believe theirs to be the 
only position on that issue, as with the radical 
organizations which blow up abortions clinics, they 
restrict our independence and dig their own graves. 
SGA INSIGHT 
JeffBrauer 
Some people argue that the government is an 
example of fundamentalist creed. After all, the 
government imposes taxes, speed limits, and other 
laws upon people who would otherwise choose not to 
submit to such regulations. 
Recently, a letter advocating the legalization of 
drugs was published. Consistent with SGA social 
sanctity, I disagree. But the issue is more complex 
than that and deserves a more thorough condemnation 
than a verbal slap on the wrist. 
First of all, I would suggest that students aren't 
submitting enough response to the editorial section 
of The Breeze because The Breeze would otherwise 
have no room for such nonsense. I doubt that the 
person who submitted the letter, and others who 
See BRAUER page 26> 
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We need to examine why we are here 
To the editor: 
I have been procrastinating with this letter to the 
editor for quite some time now, but John Vaughan's 
recent letter "Attacked by a closed-minded Christian 
cult"[Feb. 18] shook the ink out of my decadent pen. 
Mr. Vaughan's complete disbelief that perfectly 
decent Jews or Buddhists will be eternallly separated 
from God unless they accept Christ is a valid and 
common concern. It does not seem fair to us that 
decent, ail-American (or all-Iranian, all-Jamaican or 
all-Bulgarian, for that matter) loving, kind and 
open-minded, people will not have eternal unity with 
God unless they commit their lives to Jesus Christ. 
Every time we see a horrible plane crash, innocent 
child murdered by terrorists, or when we find 
ourselves questioning the existence of a loving God, 
it does not seem fair. But what is fair? I do not think 
it is fair that the Boston Red Sox lost the World 
Series; I do not think it is fair that my friend does 
better on a test if I studied harder. Things arc not fair 
if we get the bad end of a deal. What is so hard to 
understand is that our definition of fairness is, pardon 
the expression, perverted by our own selfish wants 
and needs. Does God think it is fair for us to go 
around displaying hate, jealousy, condescension and 
rejection of him? Is that why he created us? I don't 
think so. 
I can completely empathasize with Mr. Vaughan. If 
someone approached me out of the blue and started 
preaching "hell, fire and damnation," I would 
probably tell them where to go with their beliefs. 
God is not a big judge who smashes non-believers 
into eternal damnation. God is also love, truth, 
fairness (his, not ours), honesty and all-knowing; 
however, we should keep in mind that he is a jealous 
God. He tells us that nothing should be more 
important in our lives than our faith in him. He 
wants us to die to ourselves and come alive to him. 
Many people in this world, despite the propaganda 
slamming God, believe that there is a God. Many of 
us, Christians or not, believe that there is no evil in 
God. We do not believe in a "dark side of the force." 
If God is the only pure existence in this world, then 
how could we ever have unity with him if our souls 
are tainted with sin? We are separated from God with 
our first sin, not the hundredth or the thousandth. We 
have made some sins weigh more than others. 
Stealing a six-pack is worse than stealing a bag of 
chips. Cheating on a quiz is not as bad as cheating on 
a final exam. One of the hardest things for us to 
understand is that in God's eyes all sins are equal. We 
sometimes feel that we deserve eternal life just 
because we are human. We justify our sins through 
our humanity. "I am human, therefore I am going to 
sin whether I want to or not." True, but our 
humanity does not make our sin right. The bottom 
line is this: None of us deserve to spend eternity with 
God. It is only through his grace that we are saved. 
He loved us so much that he gave us another chance. 
He sent his son down to earth to die for our sins, not 
just the "real bad sins," so that we could spend 
eternity with him. All we have to do is follow him. 
It's kind of like this—I shoot Dr. Carrier. I am 
found guilty, and the jury sentences me to die on the 
electric chair. On my way there, a man stands up and 
says, "I will die for him." He is completely innocent, 
but he is going to die so that I can live. That's what 
Christ did. When Christ was crucified, he died so that 
all of us could live, not just in a physical sense, but 
in a spiritual sense. When God told Adam not to eat 
the fruit of wisdom, he said that if Adam were to eat 
the fruit he would surely die. Adam did not die 
physically when he ate the fruit. Adam died 
spiritually. 
Change law; don't blubber 
r 
I would like to address two misconceptions brought 
up in Mr. Vaughan's letter. The first is that not all 
people born before the coming of Christ are "rotting 
in Hell." The Bible describes a place called Sheol that 
held the souls of those who died before the coming of 
Christ It was divided into two parts called Abraham's 
bosom and Hades. Those in Abraham's bosom were 
people who observed the sacrificial system, followed 
God, and had faith in the coming of the Messiah. 
Those in Hades were people who rejected God and 
worshipped false idols. When Christ was crucified, he 
descended into Sheol, and led the people from 
Abraham's bosom up to Heaven. 
The second point concerns what God says about 
small children or babies who do not understand sin. 
Babies, unlike ourselves, do not know the difference 
of right and wrong. The Bible teaches us that we are 
innocent from judgment until we reach the age of 
reason or accountability.        f~N-»^. 
Another point I would like to address concerns the 
"close-mindedness" of Christians in accepting other 
religious faiths. Christ was the\roost narrow-minded 
man who ever lived. He said that there is only one 
way and that was through him. This is a lot for 
anyone to come to grips with, especially in a society 
where we are taught that God is dead. 
Don't get me wrong, I'm not trying to ram 
anything down anyone's throat. No one forced you to 
read this letter. I just think we owe it to ourselves to 
sit back and think about why we are here, why we 
exist, and who is this guy named Jesus Christ who 
died for our sins so that we could spend eternity with 
the most loving wonder in the universe. 
J. Patrick Dooley 
sophomore 
English 
To the editor: 
Another letter grilling JMU students for ignorance, 
lack of compassion, of grade school mentality and 
arrogance? No. On the contrary, this demonstrates the 
awareness, knowledge and mental capabilities of 
Virginia's finest editorial writers. 
On Feb. 18, I read The Breeze at 11:50 am. for no 
reason at all. One of the editorial letters (on or about 
the same page as this one) was written by a political 
science senior. He was whining about his personal 
parking problems and "seemingly insignificant" 
handicapped parking violations. Mr. McMurry, this 
is the United States, a democracy. We have laws and 
if you break them, you will be punished. These laws 
have been established for the good of the society, not 
just to harass you. If you feel a law is unjust or has 
been unjustly enforced, this being a free country, you 
may fight it, instead of blubbering your heartache to 
The Breeze editor. 
Maybe I can help you with your fight. . . You 
could start in the law library, possibly looking at the 
law you allegedly broke. Handicapped parking is in 
46.1-254.3 of the Virginia Code. It is a black book 
and the law library is on the second floor. 
I read the law and I think you have a pretty good 
case. If you do want to fight it, I suggest you also 
look at section 13-1-73 of the Harrisonburg City Code 
on Handicapped Access, but be careful because under 
46.1-181.4:1 of Virginia, you have committed a Class 
4 misdeanor and under 18.2-11 it is punishable by a 
tine up to $100. 
Mr. McMurry, what I don't understand is why you 
were parking there after hours anyway. You stated 
that "a handicapped person might have to park there 
to break into the print shop for a late night copy." 
Was that what you were doing there? Are handicapped 
people allowed out after 7:00 p.m.? I hope so, one 
day you may be handicapped. You also menUoned 
that the fines kept a positive cash flow for the Police 
Department. Please try to inform yourself to the facts 
before you spout off. All fines go to the treasurer of 
Virginia. If the police didn't write any tickets, they 
would sdll get the same amount of money. They do 
it for the reason I stated earlier, for the good of 
society. If it is any consolation, even Ron Reagan 




Why weren't the 
available parking 
spaces used? 
To the editor: 
In response to poor Mr. McMurry and his being 
licketed for illegally parking in a handicapped 
space: If there were, as he states, ". . .and many 
spaces were available," why didn't he use one of 
them? / 
Also, he justified his action by the time of 
evening it was. As a JMU senior, he should have 
more intelligence than to make the totally 
unwarranted assumption that handicapped people do 
not and will not have activities that bring them to 
campus at 8:22 p.m. and later. 
If this is the best his self-centeredness can come 
up with, it seems he might better spend some time 
learning what it is like to be handicapped rather 
than spending that time conjuring up the "cutsie," 
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Associative principle puts 
JMU Dukes on winner's list 
To the editor: 
The 1987-88 Dukes basketball team has seen its 
ups and downs this year with the resignation of head 
coach John Thurston and its 8-15 record, but here's 
the reason we should look at our season with pride 
and a number one ranking on our minds. One must 
loot at the merits of Monday night's victory to sec 
how good our team really is. In hcad-to-hcad 
competition, JMU has shown it can play with the 
best all the way up to the nation's best team, the 
Temple Owls. Proof was shown when 
JMU defeated WVU 
WVU defeated Maryland 
Maryland defeated Duke 
Duke defeated North Carolina 
N. Carolina defeated N.C. State 
N.C. State defeated U.Cal. Santa Barbara 
UC Sania Barbara defeated UNLV 
UNLV defeated Temple. 
Therefore using the associative principle it is easily 
justified that JMU could realistically beat the Temple 




HoJo's senator makes a difference 
To the editor: 
I am writing to express my gratitude for the SGA 
Senate's finest member, Stephan Fogleman of 
Howard Johnson's. High school and college student 
government leaders are frequently and justly accused 
of doing very little for their constituencies, but 
Stephan has been the First exception to this rule that I 
have ever personally witnessed. 
As Howard Johnson's senator, he has seen to it that 
our unique living situation is treated with equal 
respect as other on-campus residence halls. Thanks to 
his efforts, a bus stop is about to be constructed in 
order that HoJo's residents be sheltered while we wait 
for the bus. Also, he has worked for increased bus 
service to and from campus, and is still in the process 
of acquiring cooking facilities, a TV lounge, and the 
right for HoJo's residents to remain in their current 
dorm next year, if they so desire. 
In short, I appreciate his many efforts on behalf of 
us residents. It allows me to believe that through the 
efforts of dedicated, ambitious individuals like 
Senator Fogleman, the ambivalent-to-slighlly 
negative opinion of the students toward the Student 
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Fri-Sat  11am-2am 
Located in Cloverleaf Shopping Center 
<S£°MI 
Just reach for the phone and 
call for the best pizza in town. 
We deliver your pizza to your 
door REAL HOT, REAL FAST, 
REAL FRESH.... 
JMU, you hardly have to lift 
a finger to get the best pizza 
in town! Call today! 
Brauer  
> (Continued from page 24) 
commiserate with him when both feet are on the 
ground, have ever studied the country of Colombia. 
The South American country is, for all intents and 
purposes, run by the Mcdellion Cartel. This drug 
empire pockets more money each year from drug 
sales to the United States alone than all but a handful 
of nations produce legally—their GNP. The Cartel 
attacked Colombia's Supreme Court a few years ago 
because some rulings were to be made that would 
adversely effect the drug ring. But thcir's was not an 
attackln words or protests; they used helicopters and 
machine guns. They helped to "convince" the justices 
what was right and wrong. 
I would have to disagree with the letter on one 
other count—that drugs arc God's creations and 
therefore should be available. I am wary of appeals to 
the Almighty because, so often, they become abused 
alibis. Had God meant for our minds to become 
damaged by drugs, he would have saved us the effort 
by placing a dead brain there in the first place. Read a 
book, guy, and then smoke that, if you insist. 
To issues more realistic. . . This is the year to 
select a new man for the While House. (I say "man" 
ever since Pat Shroeder dropped out; the "wimp" 
factor has nothing to do with it.) I encourage you to 
buy a newspaper every now and then—25 cents for a 
paper is still the best deal in town. (Besides, there's 
always Peanuts tucked away in the classified ads.) 
The college newspaper really is not an adequate tool 
to understand who is running for the nation's lop job. 
Asking dad, "Who's is gonna be?" is a cop out. So, 
stop by the campus center and do it. You'll have the 
satisfaction of knowing that the process is still 
moving along and that you've become a part of it. 
$3.79 
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Israel caught in sticky trap 
To the editor: 
I would like to clarify many of the statments made 
by Rob Morano in his Feb. 18 column. Zionism is 
not racism! May I remind him that the lands now 
occupied by Israel fell into their possession 20 years 
ago. These lands are the spoils of war, a war started 
with the expressed intent of "wiping the Jewish state 
off the map" and "driving its Jewish inhabitants into 
the) sea." This is an objective to which most of the 
Arab states surrounding Israel are committed. For 40 
years, Israel has been under attack from these Arab 
states. These attacks include three wars (1948,1967 
and 1973), terrorism and now a new tactic. This new 
tactic has turned out to be enormously effective. 
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir was not 
exaggerating when he said, "We are not allowed to 
kill, we are not allowed to expel, we are not allowed 
to beat. You ask yourself what we are allowed to do." 
That is a very good question. 
However, for just a moment, let us consider what 
might happen if Israel were to give up the Gaza strip 
and the West Bank. In a letter to the Washington 
Post, David Bar-Illan, a well respected Israeli 
commentator and citizen, outlined the possibilities. 
As he sees it, no sooner would the Israeli army pull 
out than a civil war would break out. The war would 
be fought between the rival Arab groups in the 
territories, namely the P.L.O., the pro-Jordanians, the 
communists and the Islamic Fundamentalists. The 
P.L.O. would most likely win the first round since 
they are the best prepared of all the groups. Of 
course, how could we forget the factions within the 
P.L.O. that would definitely fight violently for 
control of the territory. Using Lebanon as a guide. 
the toll of all this warfare would be "somewhere 
between 50,000 and 100,000 people." 
Again using Lebanon as a guide, Syria would be 
"invited" in to restore order. The proximity of Syrian 
troops to Tel Aviv and Jerusalem would undoubtedly 
cause severe tension and probably trigger another war 
with Israel. Bar-Illan believes that Israel, fighting for 
its life, would win such a war. However, the 
Soviet-backed Syrian army has a tank force larger 
than that of NATO's and an air force twice the size of 
Israel's. With "battles raging 15 miles from Israel's 
major population centers, and with the Palestinians 
flanking Jerusalem on three sides and Tel Aviv on 
two, and attacking along a line nine miles from the 
sea, the price of victory would be at least 100,000 
Israeli casualties and double that number of Syrians 
and Palcstinans." 
So with approximately a quarter million people 
slaughtered, what then? Israel would again be 
occupying the Gaza and the West Bank. More 
optimistic scenarios could be developed, but for that 
matter, so can much worse be imagined. Israel might 
lose the war, but it could also lose its existence. 
Israel is cought in a sticky trap. With this in mind 
the question becomes: why is the world encouraging 
the Arabs by chastising Israel for trying to maintain 
order? We can not afford to abandon Israel. We should 
support Israel in its fight to remain in control and 
keep the hostile Palestinians it unfortunately controls 
at bay. 
Kenneth S. Moss 
freshman 
chemistry 
Print news, not retaliatory cartoons 
To the editor: 
I would like to make a few comments about the 
content of The Breeze. 
Last week, a cartoon of questionable taste ("The 
Real World") was published by your newspaper. 
i While I will admit that it is your right to print what 
you see fit, and that the cartoon in question was the 
[opinion of the cartoonist, I do feel that it was 
| inappropriate for you to print the "Theatre Major" 
an in the paper. Mr. Turner seems to be able to 
sh out criticism, but when someone takes exception 
his opinion he seems unable to accept their 
opinion and apparently feels that he must attack them 
personally. 
Rather than  printing this kind of retaliatory 
rtoon, why aren't you and your staff out there 
eporting on what should be a major concern for a 
university newspaper. Namely the safety and welfare 
i of the student body. Has there not been a single 
(attack or rape at this university this year? - or are 
you just not reporting the same because you, or some 
powers that be, don't want to worry the students (or 
parents)? Also, 1 know of at least one example of a 
student being injured while operating equipment in 
the Fine Arts Center. Why was this not reported? 
I know for a fact that this incident was reported to 
your newspaper because I was present when the 
student's former roommate reported the story. In fact, 
one of your reporters (Amy Porter) came to me to 
find out more information about the need for 
protective guards on the tools. This would have been 
a great chance for the paper to do some investigating 
into possible safety hazards of the various labs and 
shops here at the university. (You can't convince me 
that all of the labs and shops are operated safely.) But 
once again nothing was done to make the students 
aware of possible dangers to their safety and well 
being. Why not? 
I look forward to hearing from you or the faculty 
advisors responsible for overseeing the content of The 
Breeze. 
R.H. Roggenkamp Jr. 
Assistant Professor of Theatre and 
Dance 
Cartoonist should grow up, open mind 
To the editor: 
In response to Mr. Turner's comic strip ."The Art 
[of Being a Theatre Major,"—"The Real World?" Ha! 
I Get a "real job" Keith. Do you feel like a real man 
now that you've degraded one major with your warped 
sense of entertainment? It seems to me that you're the 
one with a capacity for pseudo BS and what seems to 
I be a lack of good ideas for your "comic" strips. 
Why don't you grow up and try to be more 
open-minded before someone shows you where to 
recite and commit that "pantywaist liberal creedo" 




Lefty would bring 
JMU instant, 
wide recognition 
To the edltor: 
We are writing to you and the members of the 
JMU search committee to express our support for 
me corisideration of Charles G. "Lefty" Driesell as 
head coach of the JMU men's basketball team.' 
Since Hie resignation of John ThurSton, Lefty's 
name has been frequently mentioned as JMU fans 
search for a worthy replacement As we are sure 
you are aware. Lefty is more than qualified for this 
position. "With a 348-1,59 career coaching record, 
he propelled the University of Maryland's 
basketball program to national stardom. And 
during his tenure at Davidson College, he brought 
that team from obscurity to the NCAA 
tournament < 
Obviously, Lefty's .presence wtould be a big 
boost to JMLTs sagging program. Morale is low, 
recruiting is scarce, game attendance is down, and 
the future does not look bright. Bringing Lefty {o 
JMU is our best opportunity to chaage this. His 
name  would  bring   us  automatic  national 
Some may worry about his pasttmistakes at 
Maryland. It is our feeling that be haVhad ample 
opportunity to learn from those mistakes. Even at 
the image-conscious "rjest-yrju-know-what" in the 
country/you must recognize that one nun does not 
make a university. As the football program begins 
to gain recognition, the student, alumni and faculty 
of our university have shown increasing school 
spirit At a schpol where apathy is commonplace, 
and tradition is far from established, a successful 
sports program would be a very strong antidote to 
these problems. We do not advocate lowering our 
academic standards for athletes, but it is our'feelinK 
that we can have both. As evidenced by other 
universities within our state, a "nationally 
competitive sports program has peacefully 
coexisted with high academic standards. There is no 
reason why this cannoflhappen at JMU. 
We understand that the salary increase would be 
substantial; however, we urge you to consider the 
long-term benefits. Almost assured national 
recognition, increased game attendance, and 
(perhaps) even a television contract could be ours. 
Consider also the increased prospects for 
recruiting. Lefty wouldv offer us immediate 
recruiting power from his extensive coaching 
experience in this area of the country, one of the 
best for recruiting. We/feel this recruiting 
capability would' lessen the "win-or-else" 
philosophy in college coaching today. We are not 
saying that die other candidates are unqualified, but 
, are we willing to take a chance with a younger 
According to Mart) Charnock's article in the 
February 11 edition of the Breeze, Coach Driesell 
is available and interested in die post. The 
opportunity is there, and the actionjs yours. 
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The freshest way to Save 
PRICES EFFECTIVE SUN., FEB. 21 THRU SAT., FEB.27,1988. 
QUALITY RIGHTS  RESERVED. 
JIM! AFRESH SUPER COUPON 
WHITE GRADE 'A 
Large Eggs 390 
With this coupon and $5,00 minimum purchase. 
Valid Sun., Feb. 21 thru Sat., Feb27,1988. 
Limit one per shopping family. 
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A&P Homestyle Cookies D"Q 
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Valid Sun., Feb. 21 thru Sat., Feb27, 1988. 
Limit one per shopping family. 
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